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•Guest Lecture Series
ABC news
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
Reporters are onlx as good as
their sources, Bettina Gregory.
ABC News senior general corre-
spondent, said at a speech Wednes-
day night
Gregory 's speech, titled "The
Good. The Bad, and the Ugly of
Network Tele% ision," was spon-
sored by. the Guest Lecture Series
board of Student Government
Gregory- illustrated her point
using the example of General Fran-
co's death An ABC correspon-
dent, reporting exclusively for the
network, cited a top source in the
State Department and said that
Franco died
"It was not wrong, hut just a bit
premature." Gregory said "He had
an excellent source --Henry Kis-
senger, who was the Secretary of
State."
The problem. Gregory said, was
that a cah'e transmitted from Spain
was incorrectly translated The
word should have read "dying"
instead of "dead"
correspondent goes on record about sources
-nu is a clear Clli example that though, contended that the hi jack -
ev en if y ou have the hest source, Cr was still on board, still holding
you can he wrong." she said hostages, even as the countdown
Another example of the reli- to her live report was given.
thility Gregory outlined was the "I saw mx whole broadcasting
hijacking of a plane in Nebraska. career flash before my eyes," Gre-
scheduled to land in Kansas City . gory said
Gregory had scheduled a flight for The anchor then said that the
Atlanta. where she was working cnsishadended.endtngwith. "Isn't
on a routine story that nght. Bettina
When she landed in Atlanta. a "No. that's not quite right,"
camera crew greeted her, rushing to Gregory said. adding that report-
the end of the runway to set up for a ers never directly contradict an-
live report as the hijacker continued chors while on the air
the standoff with FBI agents "I then told the stogy as I he-
After several hours, with (ire- lieved it." she said "I was right
gory listening to her producers and when four hours later they ithe
negotiations. FBI agents stormed FBI I took the gux into custody
,he plane, firing shots while ti-sing "By then, three people were
wend the hijacking As hest as she watching. two of who were my
could determine, the hijacker had parents,- Gregory said laughing
barricaded himself inside, with Most stories. Gregory said,
hostages still aboard progress through three stages
Meanw hue. (hrgory said, CBS First, Gregors said, information
News and NBC News went on the is given to the media on what is
air saying that the standoff had called deep background, where re-
ended after the shooting porters or correspondents cannot
Suddenly . Gregory Neu York say that a human being devulged
producer was telling her to say that
the standoff had ended Gregory See GREGORY on pa
ge 9
• Gubernatorial Campaign
Lipman expresses views on Maine's future
By F. J Gallagher
Staff Writer
One of Maine s leading ex-
ports is its youth T'he anti-busi-
ness climate that has become a
was of life here in Maine is forc-
ing our young graduates to move
to other states to find work Chang -
ing thus anti-business climate and
creating jobs for Maine people is
the main ohrective of Sumner Lip-
man's campaign for Governor
Speaking at a meeting of the
College Republicans that was held
Wednecclax evening in the Bang-
or Lounge of the Men-tonal I 'nion.
Lipman portrayed himself as a
businessman, not a politician, and
promised if elected to serve no
more than two terms
"We've lost a great deal of our
basic industry - manufacturing.
textiles. poultry . tanning We have
a service economy now and that
can only take you so far We can't
all do each other 's laundry We've
lost our resilience," I .ipman said
Sumner is an Augusta-area
businessman who got his start in
his family-owned poultrx husi-
ness Most recently he has found
success in the banking business.
founding the Cushnoc Bank and
Trust ir. the Earls • ROs
The hulk of Lipman's political
experience consists ot his role as
State Representative for District
911 The election ii 1990 that Lip-
man won was somewhat contro•
venial. as Speaker of the House
John Martin ruled the first ballot
Sumner Lipman speaking to the College Republicans Wednes
day in the Bangor lounge (Jewett photo.)
invalid and forced a new election
I Inman won this one l's a more
comfortable margin
"I had an agenda clown there in
Augusta I wanted more jobs for
our community I could see that
no one wa. interested They were
all interested in politics," Lipman
said
Lipman sees the future of
Maine in international trade, and
advocates a hand-in-hand relation -
ship between the private sector
and the university system
"We have to focus on what we
have There are huge markets in
Furore. Russia and in China The
government . the pnVate sector and
the univercuy must work together
We need students to take ads-an
tage of those markets We need
people who have learned the lan-
guage. and know the culture Pri
sate enterprise should he funding
the university cc stem so we car
open these new honrons and you
people can have jobs." Lipman
said
Asked about the tourism nick's-
trx and its place in the Maine econo-
my . I rpm= responded with vigor
chastising the people of Maine for
then "summer people" mentality
"We need to get people to
stax for three or four days instead
of just two CPT three We need to
educate the Maine people. and
make them feel positive
tourists There are too many peo-
ple that resent tourists They are
our guects, and we need to make
them feel positive," Lipman said
One ot the top priorities of
Maine government should he to
Sec LirmAN on page
Bettina Gregory giving a speech Wednesday. . (Page photo.)
• Downsizing
College of Arts and
Letters becomes passe
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
The colleges of Social and
Behavioral Sciences and Arts and
Humanities will not become the
College of Arts and Letters
Meetings between the deans
of both colleges, along with fac-
ults and department chairs, re-
sulted in the decision not to merge
both colleges
" A primary reason fir" the de-
cision was that the faculty felt the
onls reason to merge was to save
money." University of Maine
President Fred Hutchinson said
The merger was one otthe
plans Hutchinson introduced last
April in his downsizing package
Hutchinson said he proposed
the merger after heanng about
the former College of Sciences,
broken up four years ago into
two separate colleges.
'After talking to a lot of pro-
pie. some wanted to return to the
farmer College of Sciences,"
Hutchinson said
Discussion among department
chairs of the two college., though.
prodoceddifferentnrsuhs Rough-
ly two-thirds of the facults said
that the merger would serve stu-
dents, according to Hutchinson
Gordon Kulherg . mien clean
cot the College ot Soria: and Be
havioral Sciences, said that facul-
ts ir. the college felt they might kw
sour autonomy with a merger.
-The college made it easier to
gannwee the social and behavicw-
al sciences." Kullserg said. "They
(faculty) see this college as a good
fit
I eslie Flemming. dean of the
College of Arts and Humanities.
said faculty in her college felt
satisfied with the college and what
it had offer
"They didn't particularly want
to change things...Vic-turning said
-We had a reorganization that
took place four years ago"
The two colleges now have
another task ahead Crider the
downsizing plan. S151 thousand
still nee, to he saved Hutchin-
son said discussions to save the
money will not he rushed
-We're in no great burrs,"
Hutchinson said "We have until
the end of the calendar year to
make the decisions
"We can wait until June if nen:-
essarx to wort out the details "
Kulherg said finding other
ways to save the rr,ones without
losing faculty will he difficuh.
"I will work to find funding
somewhere other that faculty and
c ferical staff. KuTherg said It 's
going to he hard "
Kulherg said he sees the Col-
See COLLEC;E on page 9
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WorldBriefs
• Ukraine
Riot police arrest cult members
4 KIEV. Ukraine (AN Riot police hurst into Ukraine's oldest cathedral
I Wednesday and arrested a doomsday cult leader and 40o1 her followers who believe
the world w ill end Sunday
Officials said they feared members of the White Brotherhood would commit suicide
Thursday along w ith Maria Devi Khry sins. w horn the group considers to he the Messiah.
The cult members had gathered in St. Sophia's Cathedral to prepare for "Judgment
Day." Police broke up the unsanctioned service before the sermon could begin_
Among those arrested after a scuffle were Khrystos and her husband, Yuri Kluyvono-
hos . the cult's founder, police said.
Deputy Interior Minister Valentyn Nedry ha) lo said many of the teens were "tired and
on the verge of physical collapse."
In tail. Khry %los and Kryvonohov continued to pray, "talk about the end of the world.
and shout and seer at police." he said.
"We tried to cons ince them to let these kids out of their state of hypnosis," he said. but
talking to the leaders was "extremely difficult."
Kryvonohoc would he charged Ysith influencing minors, publishing slanderous materi-
als against the government and seizure of state property. Nedryhaylo said
The cult initially had said the world would end No 24 They later changed the date to Nov
14. say mg Khp sins would commit suicide after Wednesday and he resurrected by Sunday
Khrystos. .11, is a former Communist youth organizer and journalist who claims a
following of tens of thousands of people worldwide The cult was founded in 1990 by
Kr c Yonoho. , her second husband. ss ho initially proclaimed himself to he God, but later said
wasfr 
• Russia
Yeltsin accused of
blocking democracy
3 Moscov‘ A hard line opposition leader accused Pit-soden, BORIC Yeltsin 's government
Thursday of blocking his party from running in
parliamentary elections es en though it has substantial pop-
ular supprvil
Sergei Bahunn. leader of the Russian Popular Union.
claimed that authorities had cut off phone lines and seized
offices belonging to the part) lie told a news conference
that lists of supporters signatures to get the pan) on the
ballot disappeared after a police raid
Police and goy ernment officials base not ommented or,
Babylon s Jaims
The Russian Popular t non vi as among eight parties the
Central Election Commission dropped from elections he
cause they failed to present the 100.000 signatures required
to get on the ballot
Bahunn said his party had collected the necessary stgna
tures. but 22.000 disappeared after the raid two day s before
last weekend's deadline Thirteen parties did qualify for the
Dec 12 election
Rut Bahunn stopped short of directly accusing police of
taking the missing signatures
• Peace talks
Somali groups continue
to skip meetings
4 this Somali coastal town Thursday briefly putting asideMURC hy Somalia AP, Mannes came ashore at
their weapons to help out at I IT113C, and win Celine good
will in a nanon where that sentiment is often hard to cony h).
In the api ta 1 ot Mogadishu I S and U N official., were
stood up for the second time in four days t”, Gen Mohamed
Farrah Aidid s Somali National Alliance The tachon he
longing to his rival. Ak Mahdi Mohamed. also was to have
attended the meeting
Army Col Steve Rausch. the I • S military spokesman.
cnnctzed kochd's faction for hacking out at the last minute
without giving a reason The group also tailed To show or
Mondas then agreed Wednesday to attend another session
today
- is malls disappointing that thesdidnishow. Rausch
said W e hope to have full involvement in the future We
know these things ebb and flow •
• Doomsday cult leader arrested in Ukraine
• Busload of American tourists hits van in England
• Yeltsin accused of keeping opponents from elections
• England
Bus crash kills 10 American tourists
2 for a busload of American tourists when their bus hit a van and plunged down a soggyCANTERBURY. England (AM A cathedral 
and castle tour turned to tragedy
embankment in southern England Ten people died and Mi were injured.
An elderly Lousiana woman was injured and lost two of her daughters in Wednesday's
crash on a rain-drenched highway.
Forty Aix people were aboard, all but four of them Americans
A witness, truck driver John WalraY en, told of tenified people screaming, and bodies
lying is here the) had been hurled through the rear window.
"People had appalling injuries caused by broken glass. Some were trying to stand up but
couldn't because of broken limbs," Walraven said.
He reached the scene — near Faversham. about 50 miles southeast of London — seconds
after the crash
The tour group. organized by British Airways, was on a day's outing to Leeds Castle and
to Canterbury Cathedral, ancient seat of the Church of England.
Kent and Canter' Airy Hospital kept 19 people overnight, including six who had surgery
for broken limbs, hospital adminstrator Steve Sheath reported.
He said the two most badly hurt were in satisfactory condition, and the rest were
comfortable
Police said the bus clipped a tan from behind Wore it careened 20 feet down an
embankment on the M2 htghw a)
'The British bus driver was killed
"Clearly we don't know what was in the dn. s mind," said Peter Hermitage. Kent
(locums Assistant Chief Constable. "I wish he was here to tell us.' 
Worl dDigest
• Chemical weapons
UN doctors travel to
Iraq to investigate
e 'N1111) NATIONS 1AP The United Na-a lions is assemNing a team of doctors and experts to
investigate charges that Iraq used chemical weapon*
on Shine MUNIIT rebels a spokesman said Wednesday
"Me tram will go to Iran on Sunda) to inters fess Iraqi
refugees to determine the exact location and nature of the
alleged attack. Tim 1 res an. spokesman fix at N commis
sum overseeing the destruction of Iraq s weapons of mass
destruction told The Assoc later! Press
The eight to 10 ins estigators also may take hlood
samples and if the samples shI,v. es nifilce of diem, al
aeents :he team may tras-el to the marshes of southern
Iraq where the attack allegedly occurred, to check soil for
residue
In W ashingtori. the Pentagon said V4 ednesda) it accept
ed reports from a Czech unit that detected traces of nerve gas
and a blister agent during the Persian Gulf Ak ar
3
• Remembrance
Survivors and nations
mark end of WWI
PARIS AP, Before a kiw indling contingent of
stirs is ors, the nations that lost millions of soldiers in
SA odd V4 ar I marked the "rh anno ersars l'hursdas
of the armistice that silenced the guns and ended the 5a1 -
nage
1-1-0111 3 %Mil INN PrIITIC Minister f',j,'i,ar,j ltalladur to
Armistice Clearing. I Tame where the trus-r was signed. fo
wreath
-lasing: outsule V4 achinri,n and elsewhere, cere-
monies were somher and suhdued
Vess seterans were expek-ted to attend the Armistice
Day ceremonies Of the tens ot millions of orki War 1
soldiers. perhaps 10.1101 /are still alive The youngest are in
theii sah
American yeterans groups say no trips to tormet battle-
fields in Trance were organized tor former doughlsoss
of whom could withstand the rigors of a trans kW,
flight
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• National Conference of Tutoring and Writing
Peer tutors take experience on the road
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Last weekend, a group of live tutors
from the University of Maine's Writing
('enter went to Michigan to learn more about
their work and themselves.
The tutors, along with English Depart-
ment Chair Harvey Kail and English Instruc-
tor Mary Bartosenski, attended the annual
National Conference of Tutoring and Writ-
ing, which was held this year at Grand Valley
State University in Rapid Valley, Michigan
The two-day conference is largely pre-
sented by group of peer tutors from colleges
around the country, each with its own unique
presentation around a theme, for other peer
tutors.
-It's unique in that the peer tutors are the
majority of presenters,- Bartosenski, who is
director of the Writing Center. said
The conference's 1993 theme was "Re-
flections and Projections The participat- other schiixils. Pat Myers, another attending
ing groups were invited to examine how
their work with helping fellow students suc-
ceed affects their own academic lives
The 'Maine workshop, centered around
this theme, was well-received by its audience,
and marked by a lot of positive feedback.
according to the tutors
Much of the other colleges' conference
contnbutions pros-ed to he an ego boost for
the UMaine group. Dawn Dougherty, one
peer tutor who attended the convention, said
that many groups' presentations of "new-
tutoring techniques were just basic skill
reviews for the Mainers
-Things like that we've been doing for
years," Dougherty said
Several presentations succeeded in dem-
onstrating new ideas and methods to the
1.1Maine peer tutors, however
The role of computers with peer tutoring
was one subject that was emphasized by.
UMaine writing tutor said
Some universities' groups present at the
conference demonstrated how computer
networks can assist in the tutonng process,
sometimes actually holding full, one-on-
one sessions with students on-line, he said.
Dougherty said she was impressed with
the great scale of idea-exchanging going on
at the conference. Genuinely new tutoring
styles, such as special programs for the
handicapped and mentor-style projects for
first-year English classes, were discussed.
The Wnting Center staff will hold a
meeting today to discuss what they ob-
served at the conference, and to speculate on
implementing any of these ideas at UMaine
Dougherty summarized the group's mes-
sage by quoting one of the conference's
keynote speakers: "You cannot not take
peer tutoring experience with you."
The ('Maine group. the said, stressed that
peer tutors gain an advantage to their own
lives through their work, by staying close to
the faculty that teaches them while simulta-
neously helping out their fellow students
"We're still students, but our relationship
with the institution is different,- Myers said.
"We're right smack-dab in the middle of
everything," Dougherty said, pointing out
the numerous faculty offices located just
outside the Writing Center's doors.
Through this unique position, they said,
tutors are able to, in kind, help students
integrate themselves into the university's
learning community.
The tutors credited the UMaine confer-
ence group's success to the peer tutor train-
ing program, its director, the English depart-
ment, and a general good attitude among the
Center's workers and users.
"We're all friends, we all help each oth-
er... it's just a really good atmosphere."
Dougherty said
•Socialist and Marxist
Local legislators discuss Maine health care
By Malcolm Smith
Staff Writer
The citizeis of Maine need to work togeth-
er to address the problems of the state's ineffi-
cient and paper-clogged health care system
This was the conclusion of a three-member
panel dis ussing "Health Carr in Maine"
The panel discussion, was held yesterday
in the Memorial Union as part of the Socialist
and Marxist Studies Luncheon Series The
panel vi as comprised of Rep Mary Cathcart of
Orono. Rep Sean Fain-loth of Bangor and
John lbetfenbacher-Krall of the Maine Peo-
ples .Alliance
Fain:loth began the presentation bv speak
ing of a woman who told him that to get off
welfare wouki 'Oct her health coverage and
therefore she had to reject a job offer This is
pan of the problem of the state's current
health care system, he said, adding that peo-
ple are encouraged to stay on welfare because
of the lack of universal health cos erage
Faircloth criticized the insurance industry
and their current negative ads. asking what
the had done to pros isle health cart to all
citizens
Cathcart described the pending Maine
1.aindy Security Act. is h, h is III he soled in
in the January session of the state legislature,
as being on the cutting edge
According to a handout compiled by. Sen
Dale McCormick. the act would provide uni-
versal coverage by 1995. and would cover
preventise services and prescription drugs
This plan would address Workers' Compen-
sation and malpractice reform
According to the handout, funding would
come from employers, employees and the
government
Evers one would pay according to the,-
income les el. Cathcart said
Dieffenbacher-Krall of the Maine Pe,
pie's Alliance spoke of the need to direct tbi-
ctate'c finite resources to prevention and to
the early stages of disease
The ffenhacher - Kral! outlined the five prin-
ciples that the Maine People's Alliance and
other organizations had adopted svhich. he
said, are followed by the Maine Family Secu-
rity Act.
These principles were health care for all.
comprehensive benefits, public accountabil-
ity. freedom of choice and progressive fi-
nancing, judging ability to pay for both Citi-
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I funng the disk iission th.ii touoaed the
presentation, one woman stood and showed
her two children, Nith of which have no health
care at this time although her husband iswork-
ing Calling the children "exhibit A and exhibit
B.- she urged the passing of the plan
The gos-ernor has threatened to veto the
measure in the past. Cathcart said, is hich has
resulted in holding the measure until the
January session. She said she feels that the act
could pass. however, if there is enough citi-
zen pressure
"What we need to do is get working togeth-
er to provide si iniething comprehensive.- Fair-
cloth said. -That will he much more efficient
than what we have seen so far.-
frleeetr-
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•North American French Fact
Seminar examines programs for Franco-Americans
1111 11
In the fourth and final seminar of the
Franco-American Center's series "The
North American French Fact." a program at
the State t lniversity of New York at Alba-
ny that brings students directly into a Fran-
co enclave to study the culture was dis-
cussed by four guest speakers
The program, called French in the Cap-
ital District. is part ol the French studies
program Students interact with Franco-
Americans in a natural environment that
facilitates understanding of the underlying
culture
Eloise Briere. professor of French Stud-
ies introduced the St 'NY program and her
colleagues to the audience As she began to
become more as are of the concentration of
Franco-Americans in the nearby tow n of
Cohoes. New York. the idea for the pro-
gram too shape
"How can we enhance Franco-Ameri-
can awareness in students'''. Briere asked
-We decided to have people in the commu-
nity acting as consultants "
Cohoes. with a population of about
17.000. has four French-speaking parishes.
About one-third of the population speaks
French
Cynthia Fox. also a professor of
French Studies, conducted a survey to
determine how much the French language
is used in the area Her findings were
surprising
She found that the usual hallmarks of a
suppressed language. su.ti as loss 01 Lot
Bernie Ouimette (left to right), Eloise Briere, Cynthia Fox, and Janet Ralston at the North American French Fact.
(Jewett photo.)
rect verb conjugations. were not present.
and that there was a lack ot uniformity in
the English people spoke. suggesting that
French was the dominant language. not
English
"People bond through vocabulary.
show that they are part of a group with
vocabulary ." Fox said "Vocabulary is one
of the most lively parts of any language "
Since vocabulary wasn't more uniform.
Fox explained, it must he because it is not
commonly spoken
This prompted another study. conduct-
ed by Janet Ralston. a graduate student in
Hisiory
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Ralston is studying the "subculture of
resistance" to assimilation that preserved
the Franco culture in an area so dominated
by English.
"They developed new papers and other
measures to politicize their people." Ral-
ston said, "so that they could still vote and
he informed as citizens. without giving up
their culture "
One of the community consultants. Fran-
co educator Bernie Ouimette, was also a
guest speaker
Ouimette gave a perspective different
from the others, going so far as to remind
the audience land the SUNY researchers)
about some of the pitfalls of modem re-
search
"Researchers say 'Your people were
really victimized and downtrodden.
weren't they I answer. 'Yes, by today's
standards.'" Ouimette said "But in doing
any kind of history research. we really
have to judge out findings in historical
context "
Ouimette pointed out that while being
esploited and victimized in American fac-
tories or in the Erie Canal work crews, it
was still better than stay ing in Quebec on a
firm and starving to death
''A difficult life V. here you could he
almost guaranteed S' a week was better
than death," Ouimette said
Margo Lukens. assistant professor of
English, has attended three of the tour
seminars in the on campus series Lukens
also attended a seminar over the weekend
at I'Maine Fort Kent. about Maine Tranco•
Americans
"It was wonderful how wide an audi-
ence this senes attracted from this commu-
nity." Lukens said "There was a consistent
rowd of people who were'-• •
in exploting ethnic identity "
I ukens, an Anglophile who has studied
French since age I I. said the Fort Kent
program was also excellent
"It was such an eloquent gesture of
the existence of the French in North Amer-
ica." Lukens said "Twenty--five people
just spent the whole day speaking
French."
The Director of the Franco-Amencan
Center. Yvon Labbe. said the community
response to each new series proves that
more people are paying attention
"Our discussions are getting better and
more mature," Labbe said. "Through these
seminars, we have helped the [university)
to develop a better 'ear' for what is hap-
pening culturally "
Jim Bishop. acting coordinator of aca-
demic programs. said that the senes as a
whole elicited participation created ener-
gy and posed many questions that will
remain pertinent for some time
"What is 'good French". What are the
effects of the standardization of language?
How should it he taught," Bishop said.
"What do students bring to class Ipersonal-
ly and culturally 1 and how should it be
used "
Bishop also said that the series brought
to light how people with ethnic back-
grounds are forced to go into a form of
"linguistic hiding." in order to fit into
English culture
"This can't continue to happen It can
he so psychologically crippling." Bishop
said "We tall people' are here to empow-
er each other to learn, not to cripple.
Once you empower them, people will
learn "
The series. The North A mencan French
'•• msored '
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• Facilities management
Custodians pick up after downsizing mess
Michelle Abbott
By Volunteer Writer
"Ill said everything I felt, I'd probably
he out of a job, " Alan Cookson said, while
reflecting on the continual downsizing that
has affected the University of Maine Facil-
ities Management Department over the past
ten years.
Hit particularly hard has been the custo-
dial department, which saw 30 workers laid
off as a result of university downsizing last
February. Cookson is a spare custodian
who describes his job as doing "pretty
much everything, from cleaning up water
spills to changing light bulbs."
lie said he felt sick to his stomach when
tie first heard about the cuts, and that it still
irritates him. Cookson said he gets upset
with the university, but said he feels just like
everyone e Ise, it's his job and he has to work
Cookson has been employed at UMaine
for thirteen years.
"You think you've been here so long,
you're not going to get cut, but reality hits,
and you start worrying about your two kids
and the home you support,- he said.
Cookson is not alone in his content for
the future Jim Tardy, head custodian at the
Memorial Gym said, "stress is up because
you almost don't know from one day to the
next if you're going to have a job or not "
The cuts left Executive Custodian Jim
Macon with 56 workers responsible for 78
academic and general purpose buildings, and
at least doubled each custodian's workload.
"Morale went down, !don't think that's
any secret." Mason said.
Despite morale problems. Mason said
he is absolutely proud of the custodial crew.
lie said they held togethet sv ell, and gave
him the support needed to get through the
',ideal Mason said he has tried to return
this support by giving some time off, a little
extra help, and moral support
lie said he thought an unfair amount of
pressure was put on Facilities Manage-
ment, and unfortunately the quality of ser-
vice is not the same as it was.
Tardy said he doesn't think people have
realized the impact of the layoffs, and ex-
pects business to go as usual. He said in the
gym, five men are doing the work of ten,
therefore, they have to prioritize.
"We are doing the best we can to ac-
commodate the students by first cleaning
the areas they use most, like the shower
areas and bathrooms, while the offices have
lower priority."
Mason commended his custodial crew
for putting "their best foot forward and
doing the best with V. hat resources they
have." He also said that his supervisory
staff is excellent and maintains a good
rapport with the workers.
Since the cuts. Mason has been allowed
to "call back one person, for the new Cor-
bett Business Building One person is re-
sponsible for that whole building."
But the downsizing continues as Custo-
dial Supervisor Harold White retires after
25 years of service. Mason said he will
replace White with a custodian because he
is unable to refill the supervisory position
Despite the lack of advancement oppor
tunities here, Cookson would not consider
working anywhere else "Unless I get laid
off. It's the only thing I know, it's all I've
ever done. and I enjoy is hat I do I'd hate to
start all over again sornew here else." he said
• Gulf War fallout
Mitchell promises veterans ` tough
questions' about gulf syndrome
Al..G1 'STA. Maine AP) — A Senate from the departments of Defense and Veter-
committee will ask • 'tough questions" next
week to ensure that federal officials are
doing all they can to help the thousands of
Gulf War veterans stncken with my stenous
illnesses, Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell said Thursday.
Addressing a Veterans Day gathering at
the Augusta armory, Mitchell said the Sen-
ate Veterans' Affairs Committee will hold
heanngs next Thursday to question officials
ans Affairs.
' 'We have an obl gation to pursue v igorous-
ly answ em'. to the quest), sn cit V• hat caused these
illnes.ses.- Mitchell said in prepared remarks.
Defense Secretary Les Aspin said
Wednesday he accepted as valid reports
from the former Czechoslovakia, one of the
allied forces in the war, that it detected trace
amounts of nerve gas and a blistering agent
in the gulf
Ladies of the Knight
Female Review
Featuring 6 Female Dancers
Doors Open at 8 • Show Begins at 9
$5.00 Cover Charge
Han cr! ner, a cust tan att e Tem
ago after being laid off in January. Scribner had worked at the University for
seven years before the staff cuts. (Boyd photo.) 
Looking for an International Perspective?
SPRING SEMESTER OFFERING
Introduction to Canadian Studies
CAN 101
CAN 101 provides a general overview and introduction to
Canada. This is a multi--disciplinary course that acquaints
students with various aspects of the Canadian experience: society,
culture, history, native peoples, environment, education,
technology, economy, business, and diplomacy. Lectures are
presented by specialists in each field from among University of
Maine faculty and visiting scholars.
Course ('intent:
Geography
Historical Evolution
Political Structure
Economic Policy
Art and Literature
Foreign Relations
See Canada First-Hand!
This class takes a field trip to Ottawa, the national capital of
Canada, and visits Parliament, the Ministry of External Affairs
(the equivalent of our State Department), and fabulous museums
For more information, visit the Canadian-American Center at
154 College Avenue, or call 1-4220
Ottawa...
Canada's Capital
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• Public Utilities Commission calls CMP request "unjust"
• Colby College football player charged in murder
• Basin Mills faces four agencies before constructicn
• Electricity costs
Advisors urge PUG to limit CMP rate hike
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — The Pub-
lic Utilities Commission should hold a
rate increase for Central Maine Power Co.
to 2.4 percent. commission ads isers said.
PVC hearing examiners, terming the
company 's $83 million request "unjust
and unreasonable.- issued a report
Wednesday suggesting that CMP' s rates
he increased by $20.5 million.
The three-member commission is
scheduled to take the examiners' report
under ads isement and issue its decision
by the end of the month.
CMP spokesman Clark try% in pro-
nounced the company disappointed by the
recommendation, saying it appeared to
recognize a re% enue need in excess of $50
million but relied on unquantified poten-
tial savings to reduce what the company
could charge
CMP critics also expressed disappoint-
ment. Jay Magee. who heads the Commit-
tee on Lower Electric Rates, said business
customers still fa% ored holding rates steady
now and then rolling them hack oy er five
years.
The hearing examiners' recommenda-
tion takes into account a penalty against
the company already ordered by the com-
mission because of what regulators said
was imprudent contract management
The penalty amounts to about $4 mil-
lion.
In proposing that the PUC jettison
three-quarters of the company's request.
the examiners faulted CMP for what they
described as inadequate management ef-
ficiency and cost-cutting
But at the same time, the commission
ads isers rejected the demand that CMP be
denied any increase at all
In concluding comments, the examin-
ers said they would fa% or some sersion of
an alternative rate plan put forth by CMP
that would in% olve capping future rate
hikes
However. asserting that 'too many
details remain unanswered.- the examin-
ers proposed that the commission set an-
other proceeding in which ('MP. the state
public advocate and other parties "can
attempt to collaborate and reach consen-
sus- on a long-term plan
The examiners' recommended rate in-
crease compares with a PVC staff propos-
al to keep any hike under $28 million and
the public ads ocate' s call for only a token
increase, perhaps as low as $2 million.
CMP originally filed for a $95 million
increase in March, but scaled it back to
$82 million in July to reflect reduced
borrowing costs and other factors. In Sep-
tember, the company adjusted its request
again.
The company said its price-cap pro-
posal was designed to bolster price stabil-
ity Critics have charged that the capping
mechanism sought by the company would
amount to more of a guaranteed floor for
future increases than a ceiling.
In response to the examiners' report.
Irwin said CMP hoped that the price-cap
concept could be kept ali% e, hut wished to
ha% e it decided within the current case
Magee said the committee for lower
rates that he heads would agree with the
examiners in having a price-cap mecha-
nism reviewed in a separate proceeding
• Colby College
Colby student
indicted in
death of woman
TOMS RIVER. NJ (AP) --- A Col-
by College football player was indicted
on charges he killed a 24-year-old wom-
an who was found strangled and dmwned
in the surf at Lavallette.
John Pepe, 21, of Lyndhurst was
charged Wednesday with manslaughter
in the slaying of Lori A. McKinney of
Wayne, whose swimsuit-clad body was
found early July 17. lie remained free on
$50,000 bail pending an arraignment
next month.
A pre-law major at Colby College
in Waterville. Maine, Pepe allegedly
told police he met McKinney at a local
restaurant the night of July 16 and
decided to go for an early morning
swim.
Pepe said the two were "playing
around in and out of the surf," Ocean
County Prosecutor's Office spokesman
John Doran has said.
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• Basin Mills
Orono dam faces further re
AUGUSTA. Maine (API After barely
meeting the approval of state environmental
regulators. the Basin Mills hydmeles Inc
project faces reviews by four other federal
and state agencies hefore construction can
begin
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co. is hoping to
avoid long delays so the $1 40 million project
w ill remain economically worthwhile. said
utility spokesman Bill Cohen
The Board of Environmental Protection
approved the project Wednesday after 11
months of intensive study. finally rejecting
claims by conservationists and angler% that
the dant would jeopardize Atlantic salmon
runs along the river
But the project. approved by a 4-3 vote.
still faces reviews by the state Public t Itili ties
Commission. the Federal Energy Regulatory
' 'ommission. the Army Corps of Engineers
and the Env ininmental Protection Agency
Some studies are already undet way
The REP had decided before Wednesday
to require Bangor Hydro to meet more than
two dozen conditions aimed at maintaining
the salmon fishery and avoiding environ-
mental damage
The conditions include fish passages in
dams along the river, removal of remaining
portions of the breeched Bangor Dam. stock-
ing up to 30,(X)) salmon smolts a year and
establishing a $5 million tnist fund for salm-
on restoration.
In its vote Wednesday, the board added
two conditions, including installing more
expensive and faster-moving fish lifts than
those initially planned at the Basin Mills
powerhouse and spillway
The company must also study the ef-
fects of removing the Howland Dam along
the Piscataquis River upstream from Basin
Mills. and remove the Howland Darn if
• Lobster theft
Investigation into theft
may hurt fire department
GRFENW1CH,f'onn AP) - Firefighiet
in this wealthy New York suburb are smarting
over the notoriety. they've received from allega-
tions they stole S3.0110 worth of lobsters from a
Maine trucker seyioucly injured in an accident
"1 have people coming in and saying they
hope the fire department nes er has to come to
their house, and the firefighters are very upset
about this.- (-hristian Antonik, assistant fire
chief of the By-ram S'olunteet lire 1)epart-
ment. said
Truck driver An:hie Pickering ofl)eer Isle.
Maine, was severely injured last month in a
massive pileup on Interstate 95 while he was
transporting lobsters from the Stonington Loh-
ster C.iesperative to Ness Jersey
Cooperative officials allege that the rescue
workers who helped free Pickering from his
smashed cab also helped themselves to 14
crates of his lobsters
Pk-kenng lost his leg in the Oct 19 acci-
dent It took rescuers six hours to free him from
the cab of his truck
In the days following the accident, which
occurred in Greenwich, the Stonington Lob-
ster Cooperative discovered that the lobsters
were missing
Co-op manager Skip Greenlaw tiled acorn-
plaint with the Connecticut State Poli‘-e, whc
confirmed that an investigation was underway
PH1 KAPPA PHI
Announces the fall initiation of its new members
Tuesday. November 16. 1993
7:00 p.m. 117 Donald P. Corbett Hall
Guest Speaker: Dr. Judith I. Bailey,
Vice President for Research and Public Service
.:Ihrrsity ol Maine commit-11h matialls united to .turito, the irdtiation cr-rernorn of
Ph Kappa Pht Foorarled In 1a97 at the 11nhrrsaty of Maine. Phi Kappa Phi has TOM to
riser 251 chapters warm the nation It is the only major natkinal neholasitk !arm society
which rennWlars arradrink' exerfirrxr In all rhariptinm loin PKP Chapter 1 mmibers on
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Are you going home for Thanksgiving Break '.
If vou art n-turning to visit your local high school to talk with
.1 students and staff about life after high school and your4i experiences at l 'Maine. or if you plan to see friends who are
, ,- yploring college opportunities, you could assist the Admissions
! . )1fice with our recruitment effon 'is providing information
about the l niversig to high school students in your com mun its
If sou are interested. please attend an information
session on Wednesday. November 17th at 300 p.m. in
e 
the 1912 Room at The Union.
ttOt----__,.....----- -:
Refreshments will be nerved,
atory reviews
ordered by the REP
Bangor Hydro nays Basin Mills and relat
ed projects in Orono and Veazie would gen-
erate 44 megawatts 01 power The pmject
would onset the need tot 465,000 barrels of
oil a year, providing enough power for (i0,1KK)
homes.
But conservationists and sporting groups
said that despite the adding of the relatively
clean source of power. Basin Mills would
block off Atlantic salmon runs after years of
efforts to bring the fish back to the Penobscot.
They said the hoard should stud) in greater
depth other way s to oil set the darn's effects _ _
including remosing another dam along the
Penobscot — before approving Basin Milk
Bob Dreher, lawyer for a coalition of
about 10 groups, told the board it would be
"dangerous and perhaps imprudent to act on
that application
-This is a premier salmon river." said
REP member Margaret M Roy "It needs a
cautious approach "
But REP Chairman Owen R Stevens
dismissed as "ludicrous" assertions by op-
ponents that "wild salmon runs" were in
jeopardy, saying that all of the salmon on the
Penobscot are stocked, or progeny of stocked
salmon.
''If we want to restore salmon, we
shot Idn't harvest any, or many, of them."
Sic'. ens said
ireher said a decision on whether to
appe tIthe REP decision would he made as
soon as the groups he 'rpm", nts can meet.
eanw bile. Bangor Hydro's plan to up-
grade the output from the ‘'eazie power-
house, submitted under the same application
as Ba :in Mills, is being challenged in state
Superior Court by a coalition represented by.
Dreher The BEP approved that project in
August.
• Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award
Journalist urges positive media'
VVAT'ER VILLE, Maine PAP) -' A tour
nalict who was honored by Colby College
said the Amencan news media must become
more positive and more local if new sparer%
and broadcasters are to regain the public's
trust and respect.
Shanahan. the Washington bureau chief
for The Si. Petersburg Times and the 1993
recipient of Elijah Pansh Lovejos. award at
Colby. said newspapers are perceived as
arrogai it and tris la! instead of enlightening
"Tie gravest threat to a free press in
America today is the erosion of the public's
belief in the value of what we journalists
do," st e said Wednesday night
Trap Mies, crime and comiption are un-
questionably an important part of responsible
news ex serape hit newspapers and hmad-
casters tacreacingls are relying too heavily on
the negative side of the news, Shanahan said.
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• Defe ise spending
BINV preparing bids for next
round of Aegis contracts
HAM. Maine API Bath Iron Vs orks
is already preparing bids for the three Aegis
destroyers that will he financed with a $241
billion defense spending pat kage that a'.i ails
President ( nton s signature, a BIN' spokes-
man said Thursday.
ihe bill include $2 b billion for three
Aegis destroyers likr those built previously
at BIW, which must compete with the In-
galls shipyard in Mississippi for any new
contracts
BIA-s Kevin P (Aldan said alternate
bids on building one, tys 0 or all three of the
destroyers would he submitted to the Navy.
in mid-December Of the nine Aegis con-
tracts awarded in the past two years. BIW
won six, he said
In the upcoming bidding. -we're going
to he aggressively going after three,- he
said, noting that the shipyard anticipated
passage of the hill
Sens George Mitchell arisi Bill Cohen
called passage of the defense hill good news
for Maine
-Despite the changing mission of the
U.S. militars. these ships remain an impor.
tant component 01 the nation's defenses,'
Mitchell. 1)-Maine. and Cohen. R -Maine.
said in a point statement.
"The fact that Congress has voted
funding for construction of additional
destroyers in these days of shrinking bud-
gets is a tribute to the high-quality crafts-
manship provided by Bath Iron Works."
they said
The hill. which both the House and Sett
ate approved Wednesday, also includes $35.h
million for the procurement of 1,800 MK-
19 grenade launcher machine guns. Saco
Defence Inc is the only manufacturer of that
weapon
Also included in the legislation is $4
million for the development of advanced
composite materials, a field in which Fiber
Materials of Biddeford is prominent.
And Loring Air Force Base in Lime-
stone. which is scheduled to close nest ea r
w ill receive $4 million for a one-year dem-
onstration protect that v. ill train -
it g either education tor high-school drop-
lilt'. from military families through the Jun -
101 Leadership Corps
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• Cross-border relations
New Brunswick finance minister
unimpressed by tax complaints
FREDLRICTON. New Brunsw ick the trade agreement
(AP) -- Maine finv John McKernan is
playing politics with his complaints about
tax enforcement at the border 'secluding
to the New Brunswick finance minister
McKernan accused the government
this week of selectively enforcing its 11
percent sales tax on purchases made in
Maine in violation of the Canada-U.S.
free trade agreement.
The governor, who claims Maine busi-
nesses near the bonier are being hurt by the
tax, wants l S. Trade Rept evil 'tad ve Mick-
ey Kantor to proleo the state's interests
But Finance Minister Allan Maher said
Wednesday the federal government does
not believe there has been a violation of
"I think Tine frankly that what we're
seeing out of the state of Maine is a political
response to an issue there." Maher said in
an interview with The Canadian Proms.
"But I dunk it's a NI unfair to be Nam-
ing it on the fact that we're now
what is ow due at the international I•iottiesx,
which is the retail sales tax,"
Maher said McKernan is ignoring a
number of factors at play in the (bop in
cross-bottler shopping.
The current exchange rate on the dollar
is definitely keeping Canadians at home,
as well as the fact that the whole cross-
border thopping crisis taught Canadian
businesses to be more competitive, he said.
• Family pet killed
Wardens looking for man who
shot pet donkey in Fairfield
FAIRF11-1.1). Maine Al' A family two horses when a man got out of a pickup
whose donkey w as chi* vs fide grazing ma field
sowed to forbid hunting on their pirrertv . and
neighboring fanners ,as the% will follow suit
'•We've had a long tradition of hunting
We've alwax% hunted.- said John Torun,
whose mother owned the donkey "Now
is-eve going to post the farm before a person
gets shot •
Chester. a (mink pet. was grazing with
'3.29-r '3.49
6 Nuggets
.///111
kfic 
Colonels
Sandwich
truck. le% elect a rifle and fired a single shot
through the animals heart, Maine Warden
Tom Nielmchok said NA ednesdax
The shooter started to walk toward the
animal. but fled in the truck when he was seen
by neighbors
Fortin theonzeti the killing was done on a
dare "I don. fief how they could have thought
it %k as anything but a ,kvnkey.- he said
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Gregory from page 1
the informat:on Anyone using the source can
say "it is believed" the information is true
Next, sources can he quoted on hadc -
ground. The source can he quoted, hut only
as a "top official."
Finally, sources are quoted on the record,
where officials can be quoted by title with
the int onnation
"You will he able to detemune next
week's stories, because most stories progress
from deep background, to background to
public announcement," Gregory said
An example Gregory used to illustrate
the cycle was Saddam Hussein's annexing
of Kuwait. First, the 3.5(X) Americans in
Kuwait were called guests, which the White
House of ficially said it believed through
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
Next, after women were released, Fitz
water said, on background, that Sacklam was
using the remaining people as human shields
against attack, and that force might he 11M-
essary to restore order
Finally. about 10 days later, President
George Bush finally called the remaining
people "hostages" in a speech to the Veter-
ans for Foreign Wars Negotiations for their
release had broken off
Lipman from page 1
attract industry, according to Lipman He
pointed to a ponderous Workers' Com-
pensation system, exorbitant utility rates
and an unfriendly tax structure as the
primary obstacles to that objective.
"Other states are stealing our business."
he said
Lipman also blamed the Democrats for
the current economic ills that plague
Maine
"It is vitally important that we do not let
the Blaine House fall into the hands of the
Democrats The social policies of the '70c
and '805 are to blame for all of our prob-
lems A Democratic gosemor is a prescrip-
tion for disaster." he said
College from page I
lege of Social and Behavioral Sciences main-
taining a strong educational tradition. in-
cluding introducing innovative teaching pr
grams and increasing research grants
—This is a strong college." Kulberg said.
s important once we get into downsizing
that were able to refocus."
Hemming said the College of Arts and
Humanities will also look different. As new
general education requirements are imple-
mented. the college will teach a bulk of the
required courses
"We will continue to he an important part
of the education of all students," she said
Another issue among college faculty. is
balancing the needs of majors and the gen-
eral student population
"That's one issue that we will have to
deal with and stnke an appropriate balance."
Hemming said
Other departmental mergers. such as be-
tween journalism and macs communication
and public administration and the college of
business, are not affected. Hutchinson said.
Of 70 tom I points to the downsizing plan,
63 have been enacted, Hutchinson said
*NAFTA
Lawmakers say Gore-Perot debate had little impact
WASHINGTON t AP) — The ballyhooed
Gore-Perot debate had little impact on unde-
cided House members who will ote on the
free-trade agreement, the lawmakers said
With a week to go. supporters said they were
25-30 votes short, opponents said the gap was
much larger
Backers of the North American f-ore Trade
Agreement crowed Wednesday that the tele-
% iced face-offbetween Vise President At Gore
and Rocs Perot had given them momentum
Rut several undeclared lawmakers said
they were more concerned with N A FTA 's
expected impact on their dictncts - or with
swinging deals in exchange for their votes
than with Gore and Perot
Rep Tom Andrews. D-Maine. watched
the deriate and descnbed it as "great theater
(with .) more heat than light
Andrews said he thought Gore did a
better lob making his case "The vice pres-
ident did sery well."' he said
Rut it wasn't enough to knock Andrews
off the fence Andrew s said he had promised
the White House that he wouldn't make up
his mind until he'd completely heard their
side of the argument Wednesday esening.
the Maine Democrat said he still had a few
meetings to go on the heated issue
Andrews said he had become the subject
of intense lobbying on both sides.
"1 have reservations and concerns about
the agreement.... At the same time there's a
lot of good in the agreement.' he said
"We need at North American Free Trade
Agreement But not necessarily this par-
ticular one
"It's nothing new." Rep lay Kim. R -
Calif., said of the debate as he emerged from
a morning White House meeting with the
pact's chief champion. President Clinton ••I
have read NAFTA I studied it thomughly '•
Kim said he told Clinton his main con-
cern was negotiating a prisoner exchange
treaty to send c-nminal illegal aliens hack to
Mexico He said he might consider hacking
NAFTA if Clinton voiced support for such
an agreement, which would he popular in
his Southern California district
Another undecided lawmaker. Rep Nita
Lowey. D-N Y . said she would rely link in
the debase She said she was far more interest-
ed in how the pact would affect companies and
jobs in her distnct, which stretches from New
York City to its Westchester Coirity suburbs
"I have a half-dozen meetings today on
NAFTA. and more tornonow." she said "By
the end of the week. I think I II sort this out
With both sides keeping their vote lists
secret, it was impossible to know with certain-
ty how many undecided House members there
really were Estimates ranged from 10 to 70.
and the,. came fnim all corners of the country
although mans from the 23-member Honda
delegation were said to he uncommitted
Lawmakers and aides said that in many
cases legislators who had pris awls made up
their minds were publicly remaining uncle
dared to avoid recriminations from the side
they had abandoned In other cases, vote-
counters said they believed law makers were
giving in, oncictent answers to hoth sides
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EditorialP age
• Column
Limited experience
Matt Wickenheiser
Those of you who have been faithfully following my columns
(morn and dad) may remember my attempted break into student
government. I found the requirements of a senator too demanding
so I respectfully backed off, to let more deserving and serious
candidates battle for seats.
Now. I set my sights to loftier goals. Not the Blaine House, there's too much
high-quality competition. Actually, there's also too much low-quality competition.
No. I'm looking at a transitional step in government between GSS and the
governorship— State Legislature.
The opportunity is there. Especially now that the citizens of Maine have voted to
limit their voting power That's nght, I'm talking about what could easily be the
absolutely stupidest thing to hit Maine's political scene since Perot almost took
Maine last year - Term Limits_
It's been said that this is a sign of the aver-age Joe's and lane's dissatisfaction with
the governrient Excise me. hut I thought that in a Demosoay, we can promote
change in the government by voting out the slugs and voting in new people who will
soon become slugs.
Apparently, this is a quick-fix solution for inadequacy in our state government
What about the long-term effects of this poor choice? We are not only getting rid of
the hangers on in government, we air also getting rid of the politicians who know
their way around and through the many loopholes in politics.
Who will he left with any experience in Augusta? Bureaucrats. lobbyists and the
State House janitors In some ways, this will he good The State House needs to be
cleaned, and these janitors with experience know their way around a broom.
However, these other leeches will attach their blood-sucking selves to the green-
horn legislators with a vengeance. forming policy to suit their, not the voter's, needs.
And there won't he anyone to ‘top them
The situation may not he much better right now, with politicians at all levels
taking money from special interest groups and repaying them with favors. It seems
that this is a system of mutual using. however; kind of a symbiotic relationship
between parasite and host I leave it up to you to decide which is the parasite
The companson has been made between term limits for the president of the
t 'wed States and our new policy. Sure. You're actually going to compare the head
of the roost powerful free nation in the world, perhaps even the galaxy, with a Maine
legislator Give me a break Most of the current senators/reps think that Bangor is
Northern Maine_ They have about as much power as the Queen of England, which is
to say. nose
What kind of turnover rate will we have'' Will huge chunks of law-makers he
removed at a time, leasing gaping holes for opportunists like myself to jump into" I
certainly hope so. all I really want to do is get in, make some lobbyists happy. make
SCOW money and get out of there
Actually, perhaps we can impose limos on all occupations, thereby incunng a
cycling of bureaucrats and lobbyists. too This would also cut hack on wages earned
by plumbers. lawyers. doctors, teachers etc They'd be just about to take a new step
in wages. when they'd he forced to take off a few years. maybe go away and find
themselves
How would you like to he forced to leave your job for two years: left with little
hut to find another one'
,e Matt Wickenhelife, he'll he a good legislator Really. He is not a era al,
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• Hemp
Vocalizing freedom not drugs
The recent surge of rallies spon-
sored by the Maine Vocals has brought
hemp legalization to the forefront of
state-wide debate. The issues their ac-
tions are promoting are not as much
about drugs as they are about tolerance
and freedom of expression.
Regardless of whether hemp legal-
ization is right or wrong. the Maine
Vocals have to be commended on their
awareness tactics. The group has not
taken an entirely defensive stance, al-
though they have offended potential
supporters with their use of profanity.
For the most part, they have sought to be
non-threatening by promoting the posi-
tive and varied uses of hemp: a fibrous
material for clothing, a source of fuel
and a medicinal aide. Plus, there is evi-
dence to suggest that marijuana is less
harmful than second-hand cigarette
smoke and alcohol.
By the way, Maine Vocals don't
promote the legalization of every drug
and synthetic hallucinogenic want-to-
be. they're efforts are hemp oriented.
Call it positive propaganda or pro-
active education, they have brought their
message to the public's attention peace-
fully, responsibly and with sincerity
You don't have to agree with them,
hut you should at least recognize that
they are respecting your opinion to not
agree. Makes one wonder just which
side is the more open-minded one here,
les amazing how truly effective civil
disobedience can be. In an effort to gain
support for the pro-hemp legalization
cause, no one has shot anybody, nothing
has been blown up and assemblies have
gone on without the mark of violence.
In the spirit of Henry David Thoreau
and Martin Luther King Jr., the Maine
Vocals have gone about gaining atten-
tion by not alienating those from whom
they wish to seek notice.
The Maine Vocals are not a bunch of
"infuriated stoners demanding justice,"
as one of their members explained in a
rally in Old Town last weekend. To the
contrary, they are mostly ordinary citi-
zens and University of Maine students
who lead relatively private and ordinary
lives throughout the state.
There's more to this issue than two
sides of a coin, despite the fact people
have tried to reduce the efforts of groups
like the Maine Vocals as a movement
toward free love, drug excess and soci-
etal chaos.
It makes one wonder what the prob-
lem is here. Supposedly there are only
two sides to this argument — either
you're for or against; either you smoke
dope or you don't. Legalizing pot will
either lead to a decrease in the expense
of the drug and therefore lead to an
overall drop in drug-related crimes; or
on the flip side, it will lead to a dramatic
increase in the number of drug users and
addicts who otherwise never would have
even tried smoking.
There are no black and white pictures
in this issue, only degrees of grey. If pot
stays illegal, then make the punishment
fit the crime. If it becomes legal, than
accept that the majority has spoken and
work toward responsible consumption.
The Maine Campus isn't speaking
out either in favor or against the legal-
ization of hemp. We are, however, again
supporting the freedom of speech and
expression. In our opinion, there is no
more fundamental right than the right to
have an opinion.
Until the voters get a chance to de-
cide the legal status of hemp. we can at
least appreciate the legal affirmation of
freedom of speech and the right to ex-
press it.
4.11111111111
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Speaking on behalf of those countless
brave souls who have braved exploration
into the inner worlds, we wish that those
people who have not tned these corn -
pounds. and who know absolutely nothing
about the experiences, would not write
articles of propaganda, and instill mass
hystena in the minds of intelligent women
and men who may wish to find out for
themselves in repeatable. testable objec-
tive expenments, what is the nature of
these inner realms"
The miracle is that the universe created
a part of itself to study the rest of it, that
this pan. in studying itself, finds the rest
of the universe in its own natural inner
realities
Richard Dyer
Estabrooke Hall
Responses wanted
Send letters to:
Letters to the Editor:
The Maine Campus Suite 7A
5743 Lord Hall
Orono. ME 04469-5743
The Maine Campus reserves the
fight to edit all submissions for
length. taste and libel.
Letters should be no longer than
250 words.
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• Student relations
Confirmed
allegations
To the Editor:
To the students who vandalized my
outdoor flower arrangements and
smashed a huge pumpkin, you goofed'
You only confirmed to the Orono citi-
zens that students are truly irresponsi-
ble. childish and mean tempered
Where were the "good" ones that might
have warded off your raid" You had a
fellow student protest at the town
council meeting recently because
Orono citizens lumped all studenta into
one bad category. But after this Inci-
dent of petty revenge, what are we to
think?
In fact, I was at the council meeting
in regard to an ordinance. 'The newspa-
per misquoted me that I was there to
complain about noisy students.
Helen B. King
Orono
ResponsePage 
• Art review examined
Back up criticism with education
To the Editor:
As An Educators, we feel compelled to
respond to Margaret Rogers' critique in The
Maine Campus entitled "Remember — an
is a matter of personal opinion" (Monday.
Oct 18) We consider her review of the John
Scott monoprint workshop irresponsible and
hope that our response will enlighten and
empower you with knowledge to use when
contemplating artworks and conveying that
information to the public.
Although some suggest that an is "a
matter of personal opinion," it should be
presented to the general public in an objec-
tive and informative way. In order to give a
cntique of artwodc. you must first be aware
of the process involved in making the work.
It was evident from Ms. Rogers' review
that her understanding of the process was
limited. For example, many materials were
used to explore the monoprint process (not
just wax paper) including lace, feathers,
gauze, string, rice and other materials. She
obviously oversimplified the problem the
artists were working on. We think that she
did not follow through on her responsibili-
ty as a reporter to ask someone more in
formed about the process.
From her responses we did get a sense
of general perceptions that she and most
likely many people have about art. What is
art? Ms. Rogers seemed to feel confident
enough about the subject to have answered
this unanswerable question that the an com-
munity has been pondenng for years. Ac-
cording to her, an should not evoke nega-
tive feelings, art is a product not the pro-
cess of exploration, "college-level" an
should look a certain way, art made in kin-
dergarten has less significance than an cre-
ated by adults, and that anyone is qualified
to judge artistic talent. We disagree.
The danger of misinformed an criticism
is that it gives information about art to de
public often reinforcing stereotypes con-
cerning the an product, process, and mak-
er, which is misleading and damaging to
future an endeavors.
Looking is not all that is required to
understand an artwork's important images
and meanings. The search for art meanings
can become impaired in significant ways
when efforts are dismissed without under-
standing the full context of creation. Fur-
thermore, when viewers expect a work of
an "to deliver" nght away and dismiss it
when it does not, finer nuances of artistic
intent and purpose may be lost. We ask that
reporters take the time to investigate the art
process they are cntiquing, find out the
purpose of its making, and present a fair,
knowledgeable response to what they have
seen. An art exhibit and subsequent art cnt-
icism should open doors not shut them.
Thank you for the opportunity to re-
spond to this gallery review. We hope to
see better art cnticism in future issues of
The Maine Campus.
Leah Tappe
Christine Dehoff
Megan Tyler
David Paterson
Jill Powers
Dianna Donty
Lisa Knowlton
Nita Anderson
Lawrence Rizzi°
Rebecca Olson
Heather Leah Kenney
• Fungus
Powers of mushrooms are misunderstood
To the Editor:
Recently, there was a story in the Bang-
or Daily News about a young fellow from
Ellsworth who had ingested some mush-
rixims and who apparently has "blinked
out" from existence as we know it Al-
though I can personally vouch for the heal-
ing powers of certain genus of polocyhe
mushrooms. going supernova, or winking
out like a star who has reached the end of
its career, is not one of its properties.
Once again the media would have us
believe that the little mushroom is another
scourge to he eradicated much the same as
that other harmless botanical, cannabis sa-
to a
For those among you who are unfamil-
iar with the genus psilocy he, or the other
poliwybin/psilocin containing fungi, I
would like to explain as much as I know
about the "little ones."
It is of extreme importance to know
that psilocybm is 4-phosphoraloxy-N,
dimethyltryptamme, not dissimilar to se-
rotimin, and that serotonm, the major neu-
rotransmitter in the human brain, found in
all life and most concentrated in humans,
is 5-hydroxytryptamine. The very fact that
the onset of the effects of the psilocybin
fungus is so rapid, coming on in a few
minutes, means that the brain is absolutely
at home with this comround
My contention is that mutation-caus-
ing, psychoactive chemical compounds in
the early human diet directly influenced
the rapid reorganization of the brain's in-
formation-processing capabilities
It is highly possible that these mush-
rooms never evolved on earth. The spores
of the psilocybe are extremely light, and
by Brownian motion are capable of perco-
lation to the edge of a planet's atmosphere.
What the mushroom about itself is
this, that it is an extraterrestnal organism.
that its spores can survive the conditions
of interstellar space. 'The spores are deep-
deep purple -- the color they would have
to be to absorb the deep ultraviolet end of
the spectrum Also of great significance iv
that the casing of the spores is one of the
hardest organic substances known The
electron density approaches that of a met-
al.
Finally, as an exopheromone, the
mushroom has survived over countless
millenia because it needs tic as much as
we have apparently needed them for our
continued evolvement, and, if it could
explain its own position clearly, it would
probably say. "I require the nervous sys-
tem of a mammal, in a spirit of coopera-
tion, in order to survive, do you have one
• Blood drives
The desire to save lives dwindling
in the Editor:
We are writing on behalf ot GJIT1111.1
Sigma Sigma, national service soronty
As most of the campus knows. we.
along with Alpha Phi Omega. sponsor
many Red Cross blood drives on cam-
pus
Blood drives on our campus are a ma-
jor contributor to the Eastern Maine area
However,in the past year, donations have
decreased drastically
We are very discouraged by the dwin-
dling numbers. hut would like to take a
moment to thank those of you who have
made the effort to help someone in need
You never know when that someone is
going to be a person you know
This became painfully clear to us last
semester break, when two of our sisters
were involved in a serious car accident
One of these sisters was severely injured
Due to the generosity of a stranger, she is
with us today, chairing our blood drive
project
Again, we thank all past and luture do
nors
If you want to save a life, please come
to our blood dove on Nov 17 at Siodder
Hall.
Karen Bowman and Melissa Farrington
Gamma Sigma Sigma
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Your Daily
Horoscope
Ul
For Friday, November 12
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You have a gift for analytical thinking
that combines with your strong artistic
leanings in a unique way. You do things
with great precision and attention to de-
tail. In your youth, sharing and relating
to others does not come easily. As an
adult you become much more forthcom-
ing with your feelings.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): A co-
worker who is stepping all over you is
just an awkward person trying to get close.
In time he or she may become a valued
friend.
TAURUS (April 20. May 20): Silly,
affectionate gestures make this the sweet-
est day of November. Keep the mood
light by thinking of just the good times
-- leave the rest for tomorrow.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Al-
though you may be tempted to test your
limits, your stars advise that you need
rest. Avoid competition and unnecessary
stress.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Home
is a welcome sanctuary from the outside
world. Close relationships provide a sense
of stability and permanence. An empha-
sis on personal developm.nts begins.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): 11 un-
pleasant sense of emotional isolation is
easily overcome with a phone call to an
old friend. Talk things over; you're not
alone.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Impa-
tience and self-doubt confound your efforts
to solve a work problem. Relax, and a cre-
ative solution will present itself clearly.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You're
inclined to brood on your perceived fail-
ures and deficiencies now. Be certain to
remember your strengths and achieve-
ments as well.
SCORPIO Met. 23- Nov. 21): Last-
minute changes have you scrambling to
salvage what's left of your plans. Some
creative rescheduling can still save your
weekend.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Try not to get angry when things don't
fall into place, or others might be afraid
to approach you. Don't isolate yourself.
CAPRICORN I Dec. 22 - Jan. 191: Pas-
sion is stirred in long-term romances. hue
an intriguing new attraction awaits single
Cappys who get out and meet people
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 111): An
introduction to a friend of a friend leaves
you breathless and weak in the knees This
may he the start of something wonderful.
PISCES (Feb. 19 • March 20): A
close friendship takes a surprising turn.
Your accelerated pace at work begins to
catch up to you Take a breather now
while you can.
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Observant and perceptive, you possess
deep insight into your own psyche as well
as the motivations of others. You are bru-
tally honest with yourself, even when the
truth hurts. You are inclined to conceal
many facets of your personality, and even
family members aren't always sure of what
your thoughts and goals are.
ARIES (March 21 • April 19): An
exceptional day. You home life is happy
and harmonious. Lovers reach a state of
bliss Gambles and vacations are favored.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Major
life events take place beneath the Solar
eclipse. Exciting social occasions and sud-
den developments have an impact on your
destiny.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Strive
to play an active role in shaping the im-
portant events of this day. You will be
living with the results for a long time to
come.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Ihe
emphasis on fun and excitement contin-
ues. Lovers enjoy a sense of discovery.
New developments in your relationship
bring you closer together.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Trying to
stem the tide of change at work is futile
and runs counter to your long-term inter-
ests. Progress is a force in your favor, so
run with it.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): Events
take some unusual twists An accelerated
pace of living suggests that you may he
heading for overload. Call a time out be
fore it's too late.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - (Ict. 22): Important
news arrives with the Solar eclipse. Strong
personal attachments are formed in the
most unusual circumstances.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): One of
your better days. Financial growth Corre-
sponds to positive developments in your
personal life. Things just seem to fall into
place.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Events that happen now will have impact
on your life for a long time to come. Big
changes are being decided behind closed
doors. Hidden matters come to light.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): A
tough work problem may take come time
to figure out, but as soon as a lew tumblers
click into place, the rest will be simple
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 1St: 1 he
up trend in your career does not take
weekends off The Solar eclipse brings
positive developments of long-term con-
sequence
PISCES 1Feb. 19- %larch 20
tog sense of tio,alislathim v.ilk the status
quo has you looking in new directions
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (754 each minute).
Corrections
Iii tiring a 'iirrei_ lion to our at-
tention. contact the Editor at MIL
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m,
and noon. or slop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk I -on I with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerts — love and corn patability. work, money, career.
relationships. family
Not a tape rir ,'mliputer message' Astrologers are available sever.  days a
week morning through evening, at a cost of 52 99 per minute. which is billed
I o your telephone Ihe first minute is FREE You must be 18 or older. Call
t,id,c.v 1-900-726-3036
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ArtsForum
Whitt's
%ew on
the Arts
Scene?
In the near future:
Movie: -Shirr," 6.30 and 9. 15 p.m.,
Friday , Nov_ 12, Hauck Auditorium.
Admission.
Irksh MCA: "Clancy Brothers/North-
east Winds in Concert, "S p.m. Saturday.
Nos 13. Admission.
Scary MCA: "Ghost Stories by
Stephen King." Sunday, Nov. 14. at 7
p.m and again on Monday. Nov 15.
young people's version at 10a.m. Admis-
sion.
Movie: "A Clockwork Ortmge." Sun-
day. ,Nov 14. at 6 and 9 p.m sponsored
by the Video Club, Hauck Auditorium.
Admission.
On-going arts and
entertainment:
"A Sense of Place." a UMathe Muse-
um of Art exhibit. NON 4-Jan 17. Ilauck
Auditorium Gallery, Memorial Union.
"Culture Feat.' A UMaine Museum
of Art exhibit. through Jan. 3 Fogler Li-
brary exhibition cases.
'Inuit Images: Their Life Through
Their Arr." a Hudson Museum exhibit of
contemporary Inuit pnnts and carvings,
pros ides a look at the changes in tradi-
tional life and the political. social and
economic issues that face Inuit people
today, through March 13. Maine ('enter
for the Arts.
"The Best of Center for Creative Im-
aging," a UMaine MUSCUM of Art exhibit
through Dec. 6 at the Carnegie Gallery,
Carnegie Hall.
TGIF Music, every hnday. noon.
Bangor Lounge, Union.
Movies from India every Monday.
6:30 p.m_ 101 Neville.
Maine Review Poetry Readings. first
Tuesday. of every month. Ram's Horn
Movie and Live Music every Thurs-
day. 7:30 p.m., Ram's Horn.
Charlie Chaplin: The Early Films of a
Screen Legend, the Mid-day Tuesday
Video Program. 2.10430 p m, every
Tuesday. FTA Room. Memorial Union
"May in Black and *lute, a I:Mame
Museum of Art exhibit, Oct.14-Dec.I •
Ht4e In the Wall (;allery. Memorial Union_
"Morioprints.' The John Scott Work-
shop," a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit,
through Nov 8. Graphics Gallery. Me-
monal :Mon
"Carr:pay Priv! 'arnpu, Future. Crew-
in,; Community." an Institutional Planning
LAiiibit through early fall, Alumni Hall
"The Art Inside." an exhibit of works
by survivor,, of childhood sexual abuse,
coordinated by Kathi Wall. program nurse
for Mid-Maine Medical Center's Diag-
nostic Program for Child Abuse. Water-
ville, on display in the I.JKlaine Museum
of Art, Carnegie Hall. mid-November
through January.
• On-going arts and entertainment are
free unless otherwise noted.
• Computer artwork adds to creative imaging show
• "Nightmare Before Christmas" too good to wait for
• Last opportunity to get Your Stuff in print
• MCA review
Marsalis delivers groovin'-fluid jazz
By F J. Gallagher
Staff Writer
We all knew it was going to he good.
Srnokin'. The question was, how good?
Who was going to he in the hand? What
was the instrumentation? What were they
going to play The program offered a help-
ful insight: Tonight's program consists of
selections from Wynton Marsalis's record-
ings and jazz favorites. Cool. The program
was neat. though It told you absolutely
es er-ything you wanted to know about Wyn-
ton, and a hunch of stuff you probably didn't.
Besides it used really cool words like 'epon-
ymous'.
Soon enough. Vi'y nun and the hand took
the stage and one of the questions was an-
swered Piano, bass. drums, three dudes on
sax, a trombone and Wynton
The first hour-long set consisted mostly
of selections from Wynton Marsalis's
recordings. .and a broad sampling it was
indeed Marsalis played some old tunes from
his "Hot House Flowers- era as well as more
recent compositions—and it was all happe-
nin' Wynton is one of those rare gifted
musicians who is blessed with incredible
talents as a player and infallible sensibilities
as a composer.
Marsalis has his feet firmly planted in
the thick, meaty roots of A mencan Jazz, yet
his vision is fixed staunchly forward. With a
tip of the hat to Duke Ellington. and a nod to
Coltrane, a chuck on the shoulder for Miles,
and a "what's up- to Louts Armstrong.
Marsalis took it and put it all together right
in front of you and said, "This is what's up,
man I hope you dig at least some of it.- We
dug as much as we could, then took a fifteen
minute intermission.
In the second set, Marsalis decided to, as
they say down in N'awlins, "Take y'all to
school."
"A lot of people say Monk couldn't
play. .just because there's a consensus
doesn't mean it's true." he said
The hand reared hack and npped into a
mini-set of Theolonius Monk tunes It was
in this set that Wy nton's genius really seemed
to emerge lie took Monk's tunes and mold-
ed them into big chunks of sound that you
could just grab on to . muted neo-Bourbon
A tale of two horns Marsalis and his right-hand man make sweet music.
(Jewett photo.)
bop solos, groosin•-lync-fluid-jazz, honk -
in'-wailin'-screamin'-moan-jazz they
weren't so much renditions of the tunes, hut
extensions of Monk's ideas.
After a blistering version of a tune called
"Evidence- that featured syncopation,. I
couldn't nen begin to understand, my fnend
turned to me and said, "Ya know ,that sound-
ed just like a DJ cuttin up a record:. and that
it did...that it did.
It was geom. serious now. The drum-
mer had taken off his jacket. and it's uni-
versal. no matter what the genre. if the
drummer starts taking off his clothes, it's
Sec MARSALIS on page 15
• Meanwhile...
Ram's Horn hosts Pleasant ni
By Michael A. Murphy
Volunteer Writer
Wally Pleasant and Adam White played
the Ram's !him at the same tune Vi'y mon
Marsalis was blowing his trumpet at the
MCA If you ask ans one Al either show, a
insistent response would he that both sere
well with the money
White started things off with a set of
edgy, acoustic pop tunes featunng a nice
mixture of his own material, a few tasteful
users and an intriguing costs of Culture
Club's "Karma Chameleon
A quick listen to some of Pleasant s
songs show that he has an acute sense of
humor and a flair tor converting that intelli-
gent wit into song lyrics
What sounds good on a recording doesn't
always translate well into a live perfor-
mance Pleasant. however, displayed an
impressive amount of stage presence, tim-
ing and sty le
The comfortabie-sited crowd was re-
sponsive and receptive The Ram's Horn
was filled with laughter ilunng much of the
es ening Pleasant managed to coerce the
audience to sing along with the chorus of
"Lost Weekend in Las k clew.
Midway thnsigh his set. Pleasant had midi
eme memhers create their own song Ses era!
people wrote down a thought. picking up
where the person *lore them had left off The
result was an lwastage entertaining nu image
Much of Pleasant's repertoire takes a
humorists loclk at many topics college stu-
Tit
dents can relate to. Songs like "Restless
College Years." which chronicles the sport
of changing me's major. and other works
like Dead Rock 'n Roll Stars.- and "First
Love" are unisersal themes
Pleasant is an artist who conihmes
intelligence and humor into an entertaining
per-limn:irks. Judging by the comments heard
while the audience exited, there wasn't any
disagreement on that Tuesday night It seemed
as the Pleasant had, good time, too The teel
of the Ram s llom and the receph e audience
seemed to suit him fine
Venues such as the Rain's Horn has e a
way of creating a two-way street between
performers and their listeners A great time
was had on that street when Pleasant and
White came to town
The Maine Campus,
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By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer
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Get the Picture NOW 
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer
the new movie -Tim Burton's The
Nightmare Before Chnstmas" is spectacu-
lar The movie is made from stop-motion
animation, like the Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer special at Christmas time This is
the type of movie that you want to see
merely to SEE it - like last summer's "Juras-
sic Park."
The movie is a musical—an hour-and-a
half-long musical. This may turn some peo-
ple off. but it's still entertaining and fun
Jack Skellington. the Pumpkin King,
rules over Halloween town. Each major
fhdida: has a town named after it, in which
the inhabitants spend the whole year prepar-
ing for their special day. Jack gets bored one
day, and stumbles into Christmas town. He
loves it.
Jack decides that he wants to rule Chnst-
mas—the whole Santa Claus-power-trip-
thing. The problem ariCeS when he wants to
treat Chnstmas as if it were Halloween by
giving toys like severed heads or a 30-foot
python
Santa Claus is kidnapped and given to
the ultra-evil Oogie Boogie. who is Jack's
nemesis When Jack realizes that he's got to
get t'hristmas back on track, he confronts
Oogie Boogie to cave Claus. Got it?
Jack Catherine O'Hara (Coe mother in
"Home Alone") does the voice for Jack's
love interest Sally. Some may remember
Elfman as the singer in the band Oingo
Boingo, while others will recognize his score
from such films as "Batman". "Beetlei u ice",
and even -The Simpson'." theme song.
The soundtrack is great. It has all the
I don't think this movie is bad for
children.. .only one left the theater
screaming his lungs out.
The filming is amazing Stop-motion
animation takes "millions- of hours to film
because, similar to cartoon, it is filmed frame
by frame. Simply watching the movie come
?I life is worth the admission price.
Danny Elfman composed all the music,
as well as the lyrics. He also plays the role of
Marsalis from page 14
going to get hectic.
"We haven't played the blues yet. We
can't let you go without plain' the blues."
he said A brief consultation. and they decid-
ed on the key of E. Yeah, blues in E How
many pre-adolescents has e jammed blues in
E in their garage or basement and imagined
themselves to be on stage in front of a
massive crowd? And here's W'ynton doing
blues in Eat UMaine. Amazing.
It started out slow and easy., the pianist
lay in' down the chord progression and then.
the jam started taking off. Wynton took the
first solo, and it was a furious burst, at one
point he took a note and played it so many.
different ways, it took a while to realize that
the pitch wasn't changing
TATOOI NG
9-4 s
Si 11.int i-j4114
One hs one, .uid in sombiriations, the
hand members each took a solo, and the
whole thing was in the pocket the entire
time. No messing around. One of the prereq-
uisites for a shreddin' jazz combo is a tight-
as-hell rhythm section. and these guys were
[(you closed your eyes it almost seemed like
it could be one person laying down the
groove. They flowed like wine, once again.
we dug as much as we could, and then went
our separate ways into the night. Hectic,
man
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songs from the film and the score itself. It is
distributed by Disney studios, so you know
that they're cashing in.
Some feel that this movie is too scary for
little children. Well, the ti tle does say -Night-
mare." co that should be a warning. Person-
ally, I don't think this movie is had for
children, since when I saw it the majority of
the crowd were children, and only one left
the theater screaming his lungs out.
The movie itself was not directed by Bur-
ton The Lithe may imply that, but it isn't so. The
idea for the movie was Burton's He is known
for directing off- the-wall things in the past, but
this is his story, not his production.
The characters created in this movie are
great Some memorable ones include Sally.
who's arms and legs fall off and she merely
sews them back on. Zero the ghost dog who
has a red nose and flies, and the three delin-
quents Lock. Shock. and Barrel Paul Re-
ubens (Pee Wee Herman) provided the voice
of Shock
I would rate "The Nightmare Before
Christmas- as full prnx. It's incredible to
watch and an enjoyable musical . When there
are spots that drag in the film there are
always things to look at and wonder "How
the heck did they do that"
Don't wait until Christmas to see this
Nightmare.
Okay, I'm to the point of giving up on the visual
and performing arts community at UMaine. (As
far as anyone submitting excerpts of their work
for publication, that is.) This is supposed to be a
chance to celebrate and promote the original
work of students. interested? Questions?
Contact Deanna at 581-1270.
6."11 16.71 16.
STUDENT RUSH TICKETS
,S.
Sunday, November 14 at 7:00 pm
Monday, November 15 at 10:00 am
Prepare yourself for a deliciously spooky adventure of
tales written by horrormeister and Mainiac, Stephen King.
Readings include The Booryman and a selection from
Pet Semetant Troupe America creates the aura of dread
felt 'round the universal campfire of the mind.
MAINE CENTER
FOR THE
ARTSUnwerstry of Maine,
Ormul, Maine 04469-5746
$S Rush Tickets Available 2 Per Student w/UM ID
9 am-4 pm (Fri., Nov. 12) & 5:30 pm-7 pm (Sun., Nov. 14)
9 am —10 am (Mon., Nov. 15) 1 Hour Version
-.rket Information 5131-1755 TDD/TTY (Hearing impaired Services) 581-1888
No Refunds or Exchan• on Pr- • Purchased Tickets
h.\h,\11.`46:11
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• Art exhibit
Latest Carnegie exhibit goes high-tech
By Bonnie Simcock
Staff Writer
Computer technology has advansed more
than desk-top publishing and science, it also
has given artists a new form of expression.
The University of Maine's Museum of
Art's latest exhibit 'The Best of the Center for
Creative imaging." uses an exciting mixture of
photos, illustrations and computer-generated
art to colorfully express artists' views of to-
day's world
The center is located in Camden Its fac-
ulty comes from the varied fields of photogra-
phy. architecture. music and MO% " Graham
Nash. as in Crosby, Stills and Nash) now a
musician/photographer. has served as an in-
structor The design team from Industrial Light
and Magic, which created special effects for
the movie -Terminator 2" has also taught at the
center
The exhibit consists of work by students.
design professionals and artists. It is prefaced
with instructions on how to look at the exhibit
and what it's all about
"Like a line of text the exhibit reach from
left to nght. moving from simple scanned
photographs through computer- manipulated
montages and computer paintings to electric
images generated solely by computer
The artists have played with photos, light
and its reflection, color, nature and focus. 'The
wodks form collages of images that, until now,
could not have been realistically mixed Let-
ters and svmhols are used freely along with
images ot nature, buildings or humans Imag-
es, especially those of humans, are brushed
over with other elements - ocean waves.
hand-drawn illustrations, paint and typeface
One work that catches the eye has a color
photo of pears in a line on the outer most layer
of the work One pear is cut out of the line-up
and placed slightly below the rest. Its hollow
outline shows through to what is behind and
surrounding the pears a blac k -and- w hue pho-
to of a rolling landscape. Behind this photo, is
another exactly the same as itself but in color
Like the previously described work, some
of the other pieces in the collection are very
crisp and clear cut Others take several minutes
of study to decipher what the object or theme
is, occasionally questioning if there is one at
all.
Many of the pieces play with direction or
line of images and objects There are many.
inverted. skewed objects portrayed Artists
seem to dabble with focus and filmy, almost
see-through qualities of images and illustra-
tions Human images are superimposed onto
inanimate objects such as sculpture
One interesting piece reminiscent of pro-
motional work for the movie "Cool World."
showed a photo of a man resting his head on a
pillow The bed, in v. filch he rests his body . and
the woman beside him appears to have been
illustrated by hand and color eahanced bs
computer.
Another piece has a definite theme. A
photo shows several wrist-band watches
wrapped around a hall of thread strung through
a needle Faintly in the backgmund. "a stitch in
time saN eN is written v. ith text Next to these
STUDENT RUSH TICKETS
The Clancy brothers
& Robbie O'Connell
with Northeast Winds
Saturday, November 13 at 8:00 pm
The New York Times calls the Clancy's "the acknowledged
masters of Irish folk songs." Join us for a very special
evening of music that spins the mythic history, poetry and
wit of Ireland into pure soul. Imagine the magical spark,
that will fly at this heart-warming Gaelic extravaganza.
MAINE CENTER
FOR 
ARTSRTSUniversity of Maine,
Orono Maine 04469-5746
$5 Rush Tickets Available 2 Per Student w/UM IC
9 am-4 pm (Fri., Nov. 12) & 6.30 pm-8 pm (Sat., Nov. 13)
Information 581-1755 TDO/TTY (Hearing Impaired Services) 581.188F
No Refunds or Exchanges on Previously P,,rchaseo T,ckets
11\."6:1111
items are a block of nine photos arranged in a
square, three across and three down The pho-
tos are of watches on wrists The eighth photo
is missing. In its place is the numeral nine.
Some of the art is jumbled as if its images
are stuck in a state of chaos. One piece is of a
photo of a building cut up with clear graphic
shapes to make it look as if it is an image seen
through a kaleidoscope.
A political satire piece looks like a joker
card from a stack of playing cards. The upright
figure is Bush dressed in a suit with a gold
waste chain with an elephant hanging from it
like a charm on a bracelet The mirror figure is
Clinton. with the change from an elephant to a
donkey.
Much of the art seems preoccupied with
human imagery and expression. It is all ex-
tremely colorful. The exhibit is a journey from
reality to SCiefEe fiction through techriologji
The Best of Creative Imaging is on display in Carnegie Hall. (McIntyre photo.)
Dr. Records has Twisted Roots' 1
s I) H I )1 k VI 7
NEW
4lusErl
Twisted Roots
Turns to Stone
CD 8: Cassette
In Stock at the Doc 's.'
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SportsNews
• Northeastern takes on UMaine football team Saturday
• Black Bears' hockey squad travels to face Merrimack
• Black Column: Things I'd like to see this winter
The Campus 1 • UMaine football
Sports Ticker Bears host struggling Huskies
Buts' Williams fined
undisclosed amount
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Tampa Bay
linebacker Jimmy Williams was fined
an undisclosed amount by the team for
pushing Detroit Free Press writer
Michelle K.'1U f man during a lor:ker room
confrontation in Detroit on Sunday.
Kaufman complained Williams
shined her and told her she had no
business in the locker room. Williams
later apologized for pushing past the
reporter to remove a coat and hag from
his locker.
Eagles get used fridge
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The Phil-
adelphia Eagles claimed former Chi-
cago Bears defensive tackle William
"Refrigerator" Perry off waivers.
Chicago waived the nine-year veteran
Tuesday.
Eleven nominated for
Basketball HOF
SPRINGFIELD, Mass (API-- Lou-
isville coach Denny Crum and New
Jersey Nets coach Chuck Daly heed the
list of II coaches and former players
nominated to the Basketball Hall of
Fame
Former NBA coach Gene Shoe was
also nominated along with Cesare Rubi-
n'. who led Milan to 10 Italian champi-
onships in 31 seasons. Richie Guerin,
Johnny Kerr, Jarnaal Wilkes, Buddy
Jeannette, Vent Mikkelsen. Joan Craw -
ford and Carol Blazejowski were nom-
inated as players.
UMaine's Steve Knight, shown hurdling a William and Mary tackler last
weekend, leads the Black Bear running attack with 524 yards on 94 carries
(Kiesow photo)
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
University ot Maine football coach Jack
Cosgrove frequently sas that in the Yankee
Conference. every game is a potential nail-
biter
And on more Saturdas than not, his
team forces Cosgrove to chomp his cuticles
down to nubs as it engages in another hard-
fought battle with a conference foe
Cases-in-point: six of the Black Bears
nine games have been decided by four or
less points Three of those games have been
losses for hard-luck t 'Maine (3-6 overall. 2 -
5 in the YC), who have dropped their last
three contests
This week, however, the Black Bears
appear to have a rare break in their stnngent
schedule.
See UMAINE FOOTBALL
on page 19
• UMaine hockey
Unbeaten Black Bears prepare for Warriors
Senior dclenseman Jason Weinrich will miss up to a 111011th Niith knee injury
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
overall in Hockey East with II point') ( four
goals and seven assists), which is nearly half
his total from the entire 1992-93 season_
In the H(1.1. key East Preseason Coaches' He is joined by junior Matt Adams (5-4-
Poll. the Merrimack College Warriors had 91, senior captain Cooper Naylor (4-4-8),
the dubious distinction of being the team and sophomore Ryan Mailhic* (3-2-5) in
voted to finish last in the league forming what Walsh calls a "dangerous"
However, the Warriors have jumped out group of forwards
to a 4-1 start — including a win over then- "They have some guys who can put the
No 5 ranked RPI -- and even received a pair puck in the net.- Walsh said l' se been
of votes in a recent national Top 10 poll happs ith the was we have played defen-
It's enough to have UMaine coach Shawn sively so far, and we need to keep it up this
Walsh believing his No I ranked Black weekend"
Bears (3-0) will have a fight on their hands Senior Lee Saunders, juniors Andy Sil-
w hen the'. take on the Wamors Fnda) and verman. Jacque Rodngue and Dave Ma-
Saturda!, night in North Andoser. Mass clisaac and freshman Jeff Tory. Jason Man
"The) will have their place (the Volpe soff and Leo Wlasow highlight the UMaine
Complex ) packed.- Walsh said -They 're hlueliners Senior Jason Weinnch is out
really fired up to face us because they are out with a knee injury.
to such a good start. It should bean exciting In goal, Walsh is happy that the two-
series " games-a-weekend scheduling sy stem is now
Senior forward Rob Atkinson has been in effect so he can begin alternating his
the sparkplug behind Memmack's surpns- impressive pair of young goa!iek
ing success Atkinson Is the leading scorer Sophomore Blair Marsh and freshman
Blair Allison don't exactly have UMaine
fans asking, -Garth who? Mike who?" - -
but they are working on it
Marsh, who should start Fnda) • has been
"solid." in Vialsh's words He officially has
a 1 -0 record and a league-leading I 00 goals
against average, although he did give up
three goals in under two periods of action in
an exhibition game versus Acadia Oct 29.
Allison, who is expected to get the call in
net Saturday. has been nothing short of
spectacular He is 2-0 with a 2.00 GAA,
including a brilliant 23 save performance
last Saturda! in LiMaine's 4-2 win over
Providence
Walsh said he is not surprised by how
easily his kid goalies have adjusted to the
rigors of Division 1 college hockey
-There were a lot of questions heading
into the season about our goaltending ( with
incumbents Mike 1)unharn and Garth Snow
gone to Team USA), but we knew day
could play. here.- Walsh said. "1 expect that
they will keep it up
AU-Haul
of winter
wishes
By John Black
Sports Writer
Call it the calm be-
fore the storm. It's the
time of year when the
winter sports teams are
preparing to kick their
seasons into full swing and the fall teams,
except football, have packed it in.
So much happens during the long,
cold Maine v inter month. Here are some
UMaine sports scenarios that I would
like to see between now and and the time
the snow melts sometime in June.
*I hope the Maine women's basket-
ball team is able to land heavily recruited
Lawrence High School phenom guard
Cindy Blodgett.
Blodgen is perhaps the greatest girls
high school basketball player the Pine
Tree State has ever seen She's a winner
as her three state championships in three
years will attest
Blodgett has names:tied her college
choices down to U Maine, Colorado, and
Notre Dame. Well know of her decision
when she holds a press conference in
Fairfield on Tuesday.
-I hope the UMaine football team
ends the season on a positive note. Head
coach Jack Cosgrove has done a trernen -
dons job keening this team competitive
despite some tough losses
Don't expect Cosgmve to bolt, a la
previous football coaches Murphy.
Teevens, Lichtenberg and Ferentz. Cos-
grove is the perfect choice to put this
program hack into playoff contention, a
reality that may- happen as soon as next
season.
This team has been entertaining if
nothing else . Take away the field goal
woes and their record is 5 4 not 3-6. The
remaining two games. against North-
engem and Hama. are games the Black
SeaneeteM eirdly win and carry that
momentum into next season.
•I want to see 1TMaine hockey play-
ers Cal Ingraham and Paul Kenya re-
united on the same line. They will be for
two games in December Kariya departs
in mid-December to join Team C'anada
pursu;ng the gold medal at the Li I leham-
mer Olympics
Here's the scenario. Kariya comes
back leads the Black Bean to another
National Championship, then loads all
Ms awards into a U-Haul and heads west
to become a Mighty Duck.
*Maybe this is the season the me-i's
basketball team breaks out of its slump
of mediocrity.
Expectations were sky-high entering
last season. Talk was the Black Bears
were going te The Dance", the Final 64,
and experience March Madness. Instead
Sec BLACK COLUMN
on page 18
•`vrcr,
()r,mt, Main.- 044";
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Black Column from page 17
UMaine took a downward spiral in the North
Atlantic Conference finishing fifth and how -
ing out to Hartford in the first round of the
playoffs.
Coach Rudy Keeling. 60-84 entering his
sixth season at UMaine, has brought in four
new play:ers to replace the five he lost. Ken
Barnes and Reggie Smith, both redshirts last
season, give the Black Bears some much
needed height The pressure Vo ill be on Keel-
ing and his young squad to come up with a
winning season
• This last item doesn't deal directly with
a [Maine team, aPhough the l9'34 United
States Olympic Team could he renamed
Team Maine I scant to see the six current
and ((inner Black Bears bring the United
States home its first hockey gold medal
since Lake Placid in 1980.
If there's any room left in Kariya's U-
Haul maybe he can find a space for their
medals
• UMaine swimming
Swim season starts Saturday
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
With the Swimmers Challenge behind
them. the University Maine men's and wom-
en's swimming and diving teams start their
seasons Saturday:, facing three other teams.
UMaine swimming coach Jeff Wren said
the challenge an effort to match his fund-
raising swim of the Penobscot River this
summer. brought the team closer together
"The people that hung with it became
quite bonded," Wren said
"It served well as a training experience
down the road "
Wren said the challenge came at an op-
portune time, since it allowed the teams to
capon- their preseason training before gear-
ing up for the dual meet season
The Black Bears will host the Universio
OR.011fleCt 'CUL Northeastern I ersity , and
the University of Vermont Wren said UConn
and Northeastern will provide a challenge
-Connecticut is head and shoulders above
the field," Wren said
The UMaine women's squad still lacks
depth There are currently.: 15 women on the
team
Jen Rilev and Sara Riley will anchor the
women's squad Jen Riley led the w omen in
sconng last season
Alicia Clark has emerged for the female
divers A former gymnast. Wren said he has
been pleased with Clark's progress through
the preseason
"She has made tremendous progress,"
Wren said "She's doing some pretty diffi-
cult dives. She will really contribute before
the season is over"
Co-captains Jeff Small and Todd Springer
anchor the men's swim squad, with Ralph
Sawyer and Maxim Max iniov also contrib-
uting
With the Black Bears weak in the dis
lance medley and freestyle events. Wren
said he is also looking for Bryce LeBland
and Gerhard Sass, both freshman, to add
depth
Keith Paquette and Josh Caron %WI at-
tempt to fill the void left by North Atlantic
Con ference c hampion diver Tom Hines. who
graduated.
"Obviously. they're not quite at the level
of the person that we graduated.- Wren said
(Name will he tested Satunikr tiunng
their first meet, as the rest of the teams
already have one meet under their belts,
Wren said
"We'll get in there and see what we can
do.- he said
The meet starts at 12:30 p.m at Wallace
Pool
Intramural sign-up deadlines for the
swim meet, co-ed wallyball,
women's racquetball and squash are
today. Good luck to the UMaine X-
country teams this weekend.
TREKusA
ROSE ' lIKE
Save 15% on all parts & accessories
Only with this Coupon
Only at Rose Bike
crier 1 1, p)re% 1 I 1 /93
UMaine hockey stats
Name GP G A f' +I-
Dave MacIssac 3 0 5 s E
Paul Kariya 3 3 2 5 1
Mike Latendresse 3 2 2 4 -1
Patrice Tardif 3 3 1 4 -2
lirn Lovell 3 0 3 3 3
Barry flukey 3 1 1 2 2
Dan Shermerhom 3 0 2 2 7
Trevor Roenick 3 1 1 2 1
Reg Cardinal 3 0 2 2 -1
Wayne Conlan 2 2 0 2 -I
Chuck Texiera 3 0 1 I 3
Brad Mahoney 2 I 0 1 2
Jason Weinrich 3 I 0 1 3
And Silverman 3 0 0 0 E
Brad Purdie 3 0 0 0 -1
Lee Saunders 3 0 0 0 2
Justin Tomberlin I 0 0 0 E
Jeff Tory 3 0 0 0 2
Leo Wlasow 1 0 0 0 1
Blair Allison 2 0 0 0
Blair Marsh I 0 0 0
Marcel Pineaul 0 0 0 E
Jason Mansoff 2 0 0 0 1
GP Min GA GAA SVS
Blair Marsh 1 60 1 1.00 21
Blair Allison 2 120 4 2.00 41
The Campus Sports Staff
Weekend Football Picks
This week's guest is Brian Lambert. a
chemical engineering major Anyone want-
ing to he a guest football forecaster should
call the Maine Campus sports department at
581-1268.
College:
,Vortheastern ("Maine
Chad Finn: UMaine
Brian Lambert. guest: UMaine
Collen Ryan: UMaine
Chris DeBeck: Huskies
John Black, ('Maine
William & Mary (Wass
Finn l'nbe
Lambert Tribe
Ryan: Tribe
DeBeck: UMass
Black: Tribe
Florida State 0 Notre Dame
Finn I'St
Lambert. lnsh
Ryan: FSU
I)eBeck: FSU
Black: FSU
Denver 0 Minnesota
Finn: Broncos
Lambert: Broncos
Ryan: Broncos
DeBeck: Broncos
Black -
 
Vikings
Kansas City @ IA Raiders
Finn Raiders
Lambert. Chiefs
Ryan: Chiefs
DeBeck: Chiefs
Black: Raiders
Buffalo 0 Pittsburgh
Finn: Bills
Lambert: Bills
Ryan: Steelers
DeBeck, Steelerc
Black: Steelers
Current standings:
Finn 30-16
Guest 30-16
Ryan 26-20
Delleck 24-22
Black 23-23
Want to help these
children?
-grim
•1 /S of the world is affected by
Iodine Deficiency Disorder.
*Come donate $1 at the Union
Tuesday-Frida:* from 10-2.
Help make IDD a memory.
Sponsored by UMaine Circle K
The Maine ('ampus, I-
• NFL
Cuttinl
By Dave Goldberg
AP Football Writer
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AP Football Writer
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• NFL
Cutting salaries becoming the 'waive' of the future
By Dave Goldberg bargain basement $.5()0,000. less
AP Football Writer And it's not what other NFL officials It should also be remembered that in the
believe, particularly with the salary cap NFL, unlike major-league baseball, most
Bernie Kosar was the first to go and the making things dangerous for big bucks guys contracts are not guaranteed
most shocking. past their orime. All of this has forged a strange kind of
Then it was William Perry and Sean "It'sanew worldout there," saysGeorge unity between the NFL Players Association
Landeta. two more big names and big sala- Young of the Giants, who cut Landeta, their and the league the day after Kosar was
ries dispatched at midseason SI 25 million-a-year punter and replaced cut, (lent. llpshaw, the INFLPA•s executive
Call it the waive of the future. For when him with Mike Horan, who will probably director, issued a two page release noting
the salary cap takes effect next season, any make II million less in his half season that no salary cap will he established until
big-salaried veteran who isn't producing "Now you have to correlate salary with the new television contract is negotiated.
will be gone — or at least forced to take a performance." t lpshaw noted that no team will he over
huge salary cut_ The cuts — along with the release of thecapbecausetheirown veteran free agents
This year. the coaches who made the cuts some less-renowned veterans --- come as won't count against ii until they are signed.
said they were made for non-financial rea- the result of the new collective bargaining And, he added, his statement had been ap-
sons "His skills were diminishing coach agreement proved by the NH.. with whom the union
Bill Belichick said when Cleveland cut It guarantees a player who makes the has become chummy.
Kosar, who was like a surrogate son to roster at the start of the season 50 percent of But he ignores one fact
owner Art Modell. his annual salary But after half a season, There will only he a certain amount of
But that's not what Jimmy Johnson said he's paid on a per-game basis, meaning a money left for the 40or so remaining players
when he picked up Kosar to hack up Troy high-salaried guy who isn't producing can after teams finish paying their stars That's
Aikman in Dallas for what supposedly is a be cut in favor of a guy who will cost a lot something a lot ot prospective free agents
• The game of the century?
Cocky QB hopes to
look like a prophet
By Rick Warner
AP Football Writer
SOUTH BENI). Ind. (AP) — Before
Notre Dame's final preseason scrimmage,
quarterback Kevin Mclkougal told coach Lou
Holtz that he could lead the Fighting Irish to
the national championship.
lhat was a mighty hold statement consid
enng Holtz had just informed his senior sig-
nal caller he would probably mart the season
on the bench, backing up freshman Ron
Pow lus
m thinking. 'We can't even get a firm
down, and he's talking about a national cham-
pionship.''' Holtz said
At the time. McDougal w as ing poor-
ly and looking like a henchu armer Now he's
looking like a prophet
McDougal, who became the starter when
Powlus broke his collarbone in that final
scnmmage, has led the Irish to a 9-0 record
and No 2 ranking heading into Saturday's
showdown against No I Florida State.
If Notre Dame heats Florida State, Mc-
Dougal's prediction of a national champion-
ship could well come true
"You can't destroy his confidence l'on
can't get him riled up You can't get a smile
off his face... Holtz said
Florida State's Charlie Ward is consid-
ered the top quarterback in the country. and
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the lieisman Trophy favorite McDougal
doesn't have Ward's impressive statistics or
his lofty reputation, hut he may he just as
valuable to his team
'Kevin believes in his abilities, and I think
that confidence nibs oft on the whole team.'
said offensive coordinator Skip Holtz ' 'From
a coaching standpoint, you want your starting
quarterback to say . 'I'm your guy. You need to
play me because I can get the toh done
Ward has gotten a lot more publicity than
his Irish counterpart, but McDougal doesn't
mind.
"I like hemg in the background it's
more relaxing," he said. "I just wait and turn
it on at gametime "
McDougal waited a long time to get the
starting job As a backup to Rick !direr for
three seasons, he played in only I 5 games and
threw just 21 times.
"Kevin always was patient and always
believed in himself." offensive lineman Todd
Norman said. "He knew that one day his time
would come and he'd have the oppcirtunity to
play and show the things he could do When
a guy 's that confident in his own ability, it's
hard not to he confident in him as well."
Notre Dame has one of the nation's best
rushing attacks, co McDougal doesn't pass
that often When he does, though, he's usually
on target McDougal has completed 63 per-
his attempts. including five 11) passes
Wise Trading
Company
. C. Ramps., Me
Sir .4S fe6411
SALE All I4K Gold Chains)SlA 45 pc, grarr.
wituis 084 4
sallit2.06416
004
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don't realize when they look forward to
seeking hip bucks in the next few years —
although the last few days may have been a
wakeup call.
But a few see the future.
"We got a crummy deal and I've told
that to Gene,'' says defensive end Jim Jeff-
coat of the Cowboys. "You'll have guys
making S150,000 or so blocking for quarter-
backs making $5 111i111041 I'm not saying it
will happen, hut at some point, some offen-
sive lineman who's underpaid may just de-
cide to take it out one of his stars."
That's not self-interest
Jeffcoat, 32, is a free agent after this
season and will he in some demand -- he's
a good pass-rusher, and pass-rushers never
go out of style. Players with other skills,
however, will find thetaio-1•,es igoieg for
less than they now make — no punter will
get the SI 25 million that Landeta as draw-
ing
UMaine football from page 17
When UMaine hosts Northeastern
University Saturday afternoon at 12 p m.
at Alumni Field, they will he facing a
team that has struggled even more than
they have
The Huskies, 1-g overall and 1-5 in
the conference, have been beaten in their
last eight contests since a season -opening
27-1 win over Villanova Coach Barry
Gallup's squad is coming off a 52-21
drubbing at the hands of lames Madison
a week ago, sad he is now starting a true
freshman quarterback who entered the
year at the bottom the Huskies' depth
chart
It all atiocas to bode well for al Wane
victory on Saturday, although the Black
Bears have had trouble defending North-
eastern s' run-and-shoot offense in the past.
First-year quarterback Joe Pilarcek
leads the Huskies attack_ Pi larcek made a
mediocre debut last week versus IMU,
completing 15 of 29 passes for 181 yards,
three touchdowns and three interceptions
Junior Clarzell Pearl, the former starter,
could also see action. He has completed
109 of 223 throws for 1,447 yards and
eight touchdowns, while tossing 10 inter-
Top targets for the Huskies include
Tom Wrenn (29-461,-2) find Vatitli-
an (28-452-3). Ike Wilkens (75-306) and
Kevin Williams t71 -262) head the ground
game
Defensively% harks Jason Seapiaerft31 tact-
les) Ma k Salistary 09 tackiest and Mark
Hopkins (56 tacides) are saandouts. David
Atsvordi69 wide%) is the lop linebacker.
Passion anothersome it's just a job...for others it's just 
At Rooster Brother,
Coffee is our Passion.
We carefully evaluate 
coffee from all over the world
Then we roast it to perfection
every day, making ours the
freshest, most flavorful
coffee you'll find
anywhere.
Were so sure you'll low
our coffee, we'll gladly
refund your money if
you're not satisfied.
So fill out the order form
below and get two one-half
pounds of our delicious
coffee for just $6.95 We'll
even pay the shipping.
Please choose two of the following selections.,
Enclose a check or money order for $6.95.
OGuatemalan DColombian Otiumatran ;
OWhole Bean OGrind type
Name
Street'F!0.Box
City State
Zip Phone
Send to- Rooster Brother
Apt
18 West Main Street Ellsworth, ME 04605 ;
Rooster
Brother
7nr nokf
Union River Bndge, Ellaworth
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• College football picks
Florida State has the numbers on both sides of the ball
By Rick Warner
AP Football Writer
SOUTH BEND. Ind. (AP) — The num-
bers don' t look good for second-ranked Notre
Dame in Saturday's showdonn against No.
1 Honda State.
And it's not just because Florida State
leads the nation in sconng offense (44.3)
AND scoring defense (6.4).
Although Notre Dame has played in more
No. 1 vs No. 2 games than any other school,
the Fighting Irish have never won 'a hen they
were No 2 They are 4-2-2 in Games of the
Century. but 0-2-1 vv hen ranked second.
The No. 2 Irish lost to No. 1 Army 48-0
in 1945. played a scoreless tie against No. 1
Arrny in 1946, and lost to No. 1 Purdue 37-
22 in 1968.
But that's history'. Right now. Notre
Dame is more concerned about a Florida
State squad that has made most of its oppo-
nents look like the junior varsity
The Seminoles have more offensive
weapons than an international arms deal-
er, but their undisputed leader is Heisman
Trophy favorite Charlie Ward The senior
quarterback is feeling fine after sitting out
last week's win over Maryland with
bruised ribs, and that's bad news for Notre
Dame
The had news for Florida State is that
Notre Dame could control the ball with its
powerful rushing attack and keep it out of
Ward's hands.
The weather also could hurt the Semi-
noles. If predictions of rain come true, that
could negate their speed advantage and ham-
per their passing game.
Both teams enter the game with 9-0
record. and 16-game winning streaks. Notre
Dame has size, power and mystique on its
side. Florida State, a 7-point favorite, has
speed, depth and a determination to win the
school's first national championship. ...
FLORIDA ST. 27-24.
Rutgers (plus 31) at No. 3 Miami
Hurricanes have won 62 straight over un-
ranked teams ... MIAMI 55-10.
Iowa St. (no line) at No. 4 Nebraska
Cyclones shocked Huskers last year ... NE-
BRASKA 45-21.
No. 19 Indiana (plus 14) at No 5 Ohio St.
Buckeyes move one step closer to Pasade-
na ... OHIO ST. 24-14.
No. 7 Auburn plus 1/2) at Georgia
Bulldogs hand Tigers their first loss ..
GEORGIA 31-28.
No. 8 Florida (minus 14 1/2) at South
Carolina
Gators first trip to Columbia since 1939 ...
FLORIDA 38-28.
No. 9 West Virginia (minus 40) at Temple
Mountaineers warm up for showdown
against Miami ... W. VIRGINIA 56-7.
Arizona St. (plus 11) at No. 10 UCLA
Bruins avenge last year's shutout loss to
Sun Devils ... UCLA 28-21.
No. 20 LAwisville (plus 13) at No. 11 Texas
A&M
Aggies have won 17 straight at home ...
TEXAS A&M 35-21.
Mississippi St. (no line) at No. 12 Alabama
Tide has non 34 of last 35 vs. Bulldogs ...
ALABAMA 27-7.
No. 13 Arizona (no line) at California
Bears have lost four straight after 5-0 Man
.. ARIZONA 31-10.
No. 15 North Carolina (minus 25) at Tu-
lane
First meeting Sifbee 1975 ... NORTH CARO-
LINA 35-17.
Illinois (plus 10 1/2) at No. 16 Penn St
Nittany Lions end Illini's four-game win-
ning streak ... PENN ST. 21-7.
Oklahoma St (plus 211 at No 17 Oklaho-
ma
Cowboys have lost five in a row ...OKLA-
HOMA 28-10.
No. 18 Virginia (minus 6 I/2) at Clemson
Cavaliers are 0-17-1 at Death Valley ...
VIRGINIA 28-14.
Kansas (plus 15 1/2) at No. 21 Colorado
Buffaloes have beaten Jayhawks eight
straight times ... COLORADO 34-17.
No. 22 Boston College (minus 16) at Pitts-
burgh
Campbell leads nation in scoring ... BOS-
TON COLLEGE 44-21.
No. 23 Wyoming (minus I) at New Mexico
Cowboys lead WAC with 5-0 record . .
WYOMING 31-28.
Missouri (plus 12) at No. 24 Kansas St.
Wildcats rebound from loss to Iowa State
. KANSAS ST. 27-14.
Southern Cal (plus 2) at No. 25 Washing-
ton
Huskies knock Trojans out of Rose Bowl
race.. WASHINGTON 21-17
Last week: 14-3 (straight); 7-6 (spread).
Season • 144-32 (straight). 80-73(spread).
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.
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motivated, hardworking students Earn
S5000-- S '2.000 running own business
Cali 800-346-4649 Cotleoe Pro
S412.50-Sell 75 hilarious co T -shirts
& profit 5412 SO A risk-free program
22 designs Cat now 40•4'PP catalog 1-
800- 304 - -
macellatwous
Order of Omega! Meets Tuesday No-
vember 16th at 8 p m at Pi Beta Phil
Come see what we are about'
filtiALILVACILIAIL'Home of the
gracious greeting Open Monday-Fri
day la m -2p m Call for take-out
x 1404
Don't forget...Deaclline for submissions
to the Maine Review is Nov 23 For more
•-‘,-
Car Stereos. , alarms-Ne carry Rock
or. NC. more
Soundshapers ' C• Brewer
989 '889
r
emlx•peroxn,
tor .sale.
Spend
.
x6360
,60•V'nO (h,(AC20
Amiga SOO computer-- .per resolu
tor, g!ap-ots arid k,Ile! music and
speech Like super VGA and
Soundblaster built- ml 1 meg memory,
2 disk drives, color monitor, over 100
games animatio- and pi oductiipty pro
gra-s Mouse a-cl 2 joyst,cks 5400/
BO, w.11 conside• trai-fes )e" 827
7928
Orono Thrift Shop-Wed 11 a rr. 4
pm, Sat 11 a m -2 pm From Main
take Pine, 2nd right to Birch
Were back! Mae & terra* st•,pperr
for birthdays, fraternity, sorority & spe
cial occasions Call Exotica 947 4406
Own you own land -Wesley, 4 6 acres,
surveyed, close to pubic boat camp
54,500 Or 8/0 Call 866 2336 eves or
581-2835
Loft-Great cond • very sturdy Raid
5100, asking 575 Cali Amy at 990-
5472
Lost John Travolta pin Ester e sent,
mental value Lost in Penobscot Hall on
Nov 4 Please call 827-6648 
Lost Set of keys with a silver yolks' vagon
key chain Please call x1272 if fosnd 
Lost: Cannon Sure Shot zoom c;mera
on 11/2 somewhere on campus Call
Christine at 827-6979 if found
Lost: Tie-clip microphone with trans nit
tel Lost between Stevens and Lord fiAls
on the mall 4 found, call ROC office it
11760
Found: flui'y bike. 12 speed near
Cumberland Hall Call x7171 ,f it's yours 
To place your FREE lost and found ad,
r;r7'npur
partmen
Orono-' H •
continue 5 m,ri walk to campus Asa
1,1.94 539S, me Ca,. 866 4015
Ortm0-Avaliable .mmediately 2 bed
rooms heated centrally lex ated Tel
866 28'6
APartment- 3 Beo' (-torn 182 a month
heat inducted New intcher, and bath
Cal 866 7541
Root— 1T-Witi rent-Old . ow^ 2 rooms avail
immed 1 room avail Ian ' 5200/mo
In Orono . • •• • •, • CIOSe to
campus, heated No oets Ca11866 2516
ci4 • •-•-) 3
Park Place-2 BP unit with 1 baths 8, full
basement now open 5600 -*Med 862 -
2061
Looking for someone serious, mil,
share 2 bedroom apt 5200/mo Call
945-9290 or leave rnessage
Need roommate to share 4 BR house
located in Bangor 5200 "no util i-
cluded WD and kitchen pre/
Need roommate to take over lease
for 5 months starting Jan 1 (could
move in end of Dec ) Washburn Apts
5220 per person Call 866-4955 leave
message or 617-648-5065 after 6
P
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individu
alt le,
.e,.
-•,,, r P•rd•)-, ' 80-
Travel Free to Jamaica. Cancun,
spr.ng tyeak iS -
Sun Bount al.r)ns Organize a sma.
grotiF -I' Pt.ces start
5359 Cal. " 8.)C SUN TREK for de
tails
Karen-Things lust aren't the same with
out you here but I'm glad to we you've
still gct that team pride Baseball,
rugby what's newt ' -Jest
Radsel-Let's compare sizes I think rt,,,W
is bigger But the gi rls of 4 West Os
agree Josh
vele
